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Abstract

A Performance Comparison of SQL and NoSQL
Databases for Large Scale Analysis of Persistent Logs

ABDULLAH HAMED AL HINAI

Recently, non-relational database systems known as NoSQL have emerged as 
alternative platforms to store, load and analyze Big Data. Most NoSQL systems, 
such as MongoDB, Redis, HBase, and Cassandra sacrifice consistency for 
scalability which means that users may not be able to retrieve the latest 
changes in the data but can execute faster queries. Alternatively, these systems 
provide what is known as eventual data consistency. Similarly, relational 
database systems allow relaxed levels of consistency to obtain performance 
improvements. In this master thesis project previous performance and 
scalability benchmarking experiments are reproduced and extended to two new 
popular state-of-the-art NoSQL database systems: Cassandra and Redis. 
Additionally, a relational database system not used in previous research was 
tested in this project, in addition to a new release of an already-tested open 
source relational system. The purpose of these experiments is to extend the 
previous evaluation to two relational systems and two non-relational database 
systems regardless of their data model by measuring the time needed to load 
and query persistent logs under different indexing and consistency settings. 
The results of this research show that there is no specific type of system 
consistently outperforming the others but the best option can vary depending 
on the features of the data, the type of query and the specific system.
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Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs) can be used to efficiently store and query 

large amounts of data. However, the performance of an RDBMS can be negatively affected by 

the requirement of full transactional consistency, where a set of properties known as ACID (for: 

atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability) are guaranteed by the system. In contrast to 

RDBMSs, non-relational data stores (NoSQL) are often designed to allow only what is known as 

eventual consistency to further improve scalability and performance. 

A comparison between the performance of RDBMSs and NoSQL database systems was 

conducted in [2], where relaxed consistency was used in the relational systems to decrease 

overhead. This overhead was previously found to be evenly divided among four components of a 

RDBMS: logging, locking, latching, and buffer management [3]. However, whether the 

performance for persisting and querying logs could be enhanced by utilizing a weaker 

consistency model had not been explored before.  

RDBMSs have been used for more than four decades and developers are accustomed to their 

keywords, simple query languages and indexing strategies. However, many state-of-the-art 

NoSQL datastores were designed to use similar keywords and query languages in order to 

achieve the popularity of RDBMS. These systems are also known as SQL-like query language 

datastores. In addition to their SQL-like syntax, they typically support new indexing strategies, 

as in the case of Cassandra [4].            

The purpose of the current project was to define a benchmark for the performance evaluation of 

basic queries over historical data, in particular log databases. Moreover, it aimed at exploring the 

impact of various indexing schemes and query execution strategies among different consistency 

levels with two relational storages (SQL) and two non-relational (NoSQL) databases for scalable 

loading and analysis of persistent logs. The experiments included several database engines: two 

major RDBMS systems, Cassandra [4], and Redis [5]. This comparison was an extension of a 

research that was conducted within the Uppsala Database Laboratory (UDBL) [1].  

The following factors that can influence the performance of bulk loading, querying, and 

analyzing persistent logs were investigated in this project: 

 1. Indexing strategies (i.e. primary and secondary index utilization) . 

 2. Relaxing consistency. 

 3. Data parallelization over multiple nodes (manual or auto-sharding).  

The expexted result of the project was a benchmark including basic queries for accessing and 

analyzing persisted data. The properties of these queries are: basic selection, range search and 
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aggregation. This thesis also presents and discusses the results of the benchmark applied to the 

aforementioned systems. 
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This section introduces the importance of Database Management Systems for computer 

applications and the scenario of a persisting logs application from a real industrial world. 

Moreover, it provides an overview about databases transactions, indexing strategies, consisting 

levels and sharding (partitioning). Finally, the differences about relational (SQL) and non-

relational (NoSQL) datastores which naturally leads into two popular state-of-the-art NoSQL 

databases Cassandra and Redis and two major relational DBMS will be investigated and 

compared.  
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A database is defined as organized collections of data. Some of people use the term database to 

refer to datastore systems, while others refer it as collection of datasets of the information that is 

stored into the datastores system [6]. These datastores systems which take care about the whole 

datasets and their organization, retrieval, storage and update are called Database Management 

Systems (DBMS). These systems interact with different users" applications, computer systems 

and other DBMSs to facilitate huge data storage and management. DBMSs are now classified 

into two different categories: Relational DBMS which uses Structured Query Languages (SQL) 

and it is known as SQL Database, and Non-Relational DBMS which is known as NoSQL and 

stands for Not Only Structured Query Languages [7]. Regardless of the differences between the 

two approaches, global applications agree on their importance. A benchmark of performance 

among these two states-of-the-arts DBMS was explored in this project.   
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As noted earlier in this report, the current research was an extension of a research conducted 

within UDBL research group in Uppsala University [1] which investigated and compared only 

one state-of-the-art NoSQL database, MongoDB, with two relational databases. The present 

project was extended to cover two more state-of-the-art NoSQL datastores, new commercial 

relational database and the latest version of open source relational DBMS used before. 

Therefore, in this project, same application and datasets that were used in the previous research 

were reused. 
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The application consisted of real world persisting logs within industrial fields in which human 

manpower was replaced by machines that are continuously controlled and monitored by 

computers. Therefore, each machine has many sensors which read values of different factors 

such as pressures, temperatures and other important values. All these values have to be stored 

within fast and efficient datastores to ensure proper performance of huge values loading in both 

retrieving and writing logs. Database schema of this application has one collection, i.e. table, 

called Measures. Measures consist of machines factor ‘m’, sensor ’s’, beginning timestamp of 

reading the value ‘bt’, ending timestamp of reading the value ‘et’, and the measured value ’mv’. 

On this table (collection) there is a composite key consists of three main columns (machine, 

sensor, and beginning timestamp of reading the value). With this format, now the measures (m, 

s, bt, et, mv) are ready to receive persisting data logs from large scale data measurements from 

machines' sensors.                     

This big data logs will be bulk-loaded into two different state-of-the-art databases, Cassandra [4] 

and Redis [5], as well as two popular relational DBMS. After completing the bulk loading 

process, there will be different execution of fundamental queries for accessing and analyzing 

persisted logs. The properties of these queries are basic selection, range search and aggregation. 
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Transaction is a primary key of a database to be a datastore.  A transaction is made of multiple 
related tasks to perform concurrent database tasks, either performing all of them, or none of 
them. The tasks of single transaction have to be executed in order and after all are completed, the 
change is reflected and committed to the database permanently. Rolling back a transaction if 
required, has to undo all tasks related to same transaction. This feature is called #Atomicity" and 
it is a property of ACID. This feature guarantees that no state in the database transaction is left 
partially uncompleted or in an inconsistant state. By guarantee of transaction atomicity, both 
developer and client can make all changes in one transaction without caring about consistency 
maintenance. Consistency is the third property of the  DBMS transactions, this feature ensures 
that any data written in the database, must be valid and passed all the rules of commit and keeps 
the database always consistent while the clients are reading.  
 
Multiple clients can write\read simultaneously in parallel from same database, each running 
different transactions, however, each transaction has to be as if it is the only one in the system 
and no transaction has to affect any other transactions. For instance, if two transactions are 
running in parallel reading\writing same value, change the value from first transaction before the 
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second transaction committed change in the same value, the behavior of one or both of these 
transactions can be affected. This feature which works as locking is called the #Isolation" and it is 
the third property of ACID. Although, some applications allow only one transaction at a time, 
this delivers very poor performance. The final property of the transaction is that the database has 
to ensure durability of the transactions i.e. holds all latest updates even if the system fails or 
restarts after the commit and before reflected to the disk. However, this property could be 
dispensed with crash-recoverability on the applications [8]. 
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Indexing is data structure that can be used to accelerate the process of retrieving data within 

datastore table. All relational and some of non-relational DBMSs have indexing strategies and 

supporting multiple indexing (Secondary Indexing) for different columns within the same table. 

Therefore, the intelligent system of the DBMSs such as Query Optimizer can select which index 

to perform query with, to get fast retrieval, or do full scan for the table if the linear search by 

index is inefficient for large databases [1]. Indexing strategy prevents the overall search!of huge 

Big Data in most of the time. Indexing in DBMS is similar to what we can see in all books as 

table of contents and it can be defined in different attributes based on where the performance is 

needed. Therefore, indexing can be classified as: 

Primary Index: It is defined in the key, where the key field is the primary key of the table 

generally. It is unique and none duplicated. 

Secondary Index: It can be defined on both candidate and non-candidate keys of the table or the 

relation. Its value can be duplicated.   

Clustering Index: The table records are physically ordered based on the clustering key, 

therefore, there is only one clustering index has to be defined within a table. 
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Sharding or partitioning, is simply physically breaking the large databases to multiple smaller 

partitions, and distribute the data among these parts, whilst putting them back together on the 

querying or analyzing purposes. Sharding is used for scaling the systems up to provide 

performance advantages in both bulk loading and analyzing by reducing datasets in single 

database. Replication of the data coming up with partitioning idea, where copy of each part of 

database is maintained in other part or node, therefore, it does not only provide a performance, it 

also provides availability, reliability and ensures fault tolerance.   
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Relational databases have been used for more than four decades now [9] for various types of real 

applications. On the other hand, the non-relational datastores which are known as NoSQL (Not 

Only SQL) have started just recently. In 2009, the term NoSQL began to call for non-relational, 

distributed, horizontally scalable design and open-source databases. Nowadays, this term covers 

many databases models such as key-value, wide-column, graph and documents datastores. The 

non-relational datastores were brought to the surface to solve the problems claimed by some 

users and researchers about state-of-the-art relational datastores performance among Big Data 

and new era of web applications. The main difference between relational and non-relational 

databases can be summarized in three points:  
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The relational DBMS are designed to scale up vertically for more datasets size, i.e. it requires 

bigger capacity of hardware to be more powerful as the size of data increases, while NoSQL 

datastores are designed to scale out horizontally, i.e. add new partitions automatically to scale as 

data size increases. This is one of the features of NoSQL datastores that is often used to compare 

them to RDBMS.  
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The relational DBMS deals with structured tables to store the data, these tables have normal 
relations to each other to be in normalized state, while non-relational datastores deal with semi or 
unstructured data collections that are not related to each other instead each collection 
standsalone. Some claim that this design in NoSQL datastores for their data collections may 
affect the performance positively [10] and that is because keeping normalized data may have 
negative effects on the performance in structure model comparing to de-normalized model of 
NoSQL datastores 
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Consistency is a state of both ACID and CAP theorems [11], in the context of the databases, data 

cannot be written to the disk unless it passes the rules of valid data and that change in the data 

has to be seen from all nodes simultaneously. In case of  any transaction or change creates 

inconsistent data, the whole transaction has to be rolled back. Consistency is important in most 
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cases especially in financial transactions therefore, it is usually easier to define  consistency 

within database level instead of application level. 
RDBMSs have natural atomic transactions which means that if there are many actions such as 

insert, delete and update have to be done within one transaction, atomic consistency must ensure 

that either all of these actions are processed or none of them. In other words, RDBMS is based 

on using ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) properties during the operations 

of the management [12] and these properties give the reliability for the transactions. In contrast, 

NoSQL datastores systems that lack these properties are lighter, perform better and provide 

eventual consistency from BASE (Basically Available, Soft State, Eventual Consistency) 

properties [13], in which the time between actions of one transaction could vary in the execution 

time, but all writes or changes will be reflected as the time goes on. However, RDBMS has an 

optional lower consistency level similar to eventual consistency in non-relational databases 

called weak or relaxed consistency [1]. The variety of consistency levels between these state-of-

the-arts might be important for some applications and not necessary for others. These variations 

were investigated in the current work. 
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In this project, four datastores were studied. They are as following:         
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Two relational DBMSs were involved in this performance evaluation; DB-C which is a major 

commercial relational vendor and the popular open source relational database, known as DB-O. 

The state-of-the art DB-C varies from the one that was used in previous benchmark project [1] 

and a newer version of DB-O was included in this evaluation. The results of both DB-O and DB-

C were compared with NoSQL datastores experimented in this project. In addition, since the 

previous project [1] investigated both consistency levels (relaxed and strong) in same application 

scenario and concluded that there is no difference or impact on the performance level between 

both consistencies for both DB-C and DB-O and to keep the results of this investigation 

comparable with the previous experimental studies, only the relaxed consistency was used in this 

investigation and comparison.   
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“Apache Cassandra is defined as a distributed storage system for managing huge volume of 

structured data spread out across many commodity servers, while ensuring highly available 

service with no single point of failure.”[14] “Cassandra's data model is a partitioned row store 

with tunable consistency. Rows are organized into tables and the first component of a table's 

primary key is the partition key. Within a partition, rows are clustered by the remaining columns 

of the key. Other columns may be indexed separately from the primary key.”[15] Cassandra has 

SQL-like interface called CQL (Cassandra Query Language) which provides most keywords of 

SQL but it does not support joins or sub-queries. This state-of-art database supports build-in 

secondary indexing in any column of column-family key-space. 
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Indexing in Cassandra requires  to be matched with queries that are planned to be run in future, 

that means planning for queries must be done prior to the indexing structure. An example of 

indexing is the application scenario of this project explained in the box below;  

 

Since we have composite key in machine identifier ‘m’, sensor identifier ’s’ and begin time ‘bt’; 

in Cassandra the first part of “Primary key” is the “Partition key” [15][14] in this case the 

partition key is the machine identifier ‘m’. Sensor identifier ’s’ and begin time ‘bt' are called the 

clustering columns within machine identifier ‘m’.  

 

 

CREATE TABLE measuresA 
( 

 m  int, 
 s  int, 
 bt  timestamp, 
 et  timestamp, 
 mv  Double, 
 PRIMARY KEY (m,s,bt) 

); 
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As an example of the above table, measuresA, I assumed that there are 10 different machine 
identifiers ‘m’ (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,100) each identifier has five different sensors (1, 2, 
3, 4, 5)  and each sensor  has begin time ‘bt’, end time ‘et’ and measured value ‘mv’.  
 

             Fig1. Snapshot of selection queries results shows machine identifiers 10 and 50 

                  Fig 2.Snapshot of how the data is structured within the table 
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Listing the results of selected all data query based on how data are ordered internally is shown in 

figure 1, while figure 2 shows how the data is structured within the table in a database is 

dependent on the partition key, where the partition key in this example is the machine identifier. 

It is clear that under each partition key, all attributes belong to that key are listed. In figure 2, the 

red box represents one row of data and the first line in the red box includes the clustered values 

which are in our example the sensor ’s’ and begin time ‘bt’ followed by rows that indicate values 

of end time ‘et’ and ‘mv’ thatare not part of clustering columns. Note that both of the ‘et’ and 

‘mv’ values are identified by their clustered columns. 

As mentioned above, planning the structure of the table keys depends on the queries that are 

willing to be performed because if we want to retrieve data from the above structure with a query 

such as:    

[select * from measuresA where mv = 0;], 

this will not be possible in Cassandra, since ‘mv’ is not part of primary key and it is not indexed, 

so a secondary index on measured value ‘mv’ must be applied to perform the above query. 

Moreover, Cassandra does not allow the query with any part of primary key if it is not following 

the sequence of primary key [16]  because it may affect the performance of searching/reading 

data from the database. 

 

To solve the problem of the query in figure 3, Cassandra provides “ALLOW FILTERING“ 

option which enables (some) queries that need filtering with skipping the partitioning key as well 

as sequence of primary key elements [16]. However, when executing a query with beginning 

time ‘bt’ only in where clause as in figure 4, Cassandra will reject it even with “ALLOW 

FILTERING“ option. 

 

Fig 3. Error when skipping the partition key and retrieve by any clustering columns within primary key. 
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The option that was available to execute the above query was to make a secondary index on 
beginning time ‘bt’ column within primary key without using “ALLOW FILTERING“ option as 
indicated in figure 5. 

 

Unfortunately, Cassandra does not support running the above mentioned query with greater than or 

less than operators. As described in [17], “Cassandra supports greater-than and less-than comparisons 

but for a given partition key, the conditions on the clustering column are restricted to the filters that 

allow Cassandra to select a contiguous ordering of rows”.  

To allow Cassandra to select data that have greater-than or less-than at specific beginning time ‘bt’,  

the sensor component of the primary key must be included in the filter using an equality condition 

and the ‘ALLOW FILTERING’ option, i.e. it must be specified from the beginning for which sensor 

exactly the data is retrieved. So the query should be as below: 

[select * from measuresa where s = 1 and  bt > 810  ALLOW FILTERING;] 

 

                         Fig 4. Error result with part of primary key and “ALLOW FILTERING“option 

Fig 5. indexing part of primary key 

Fig 6. Error to perform Basic Analytic Query 
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As mentioned previously one of our plans was executing different queries, basic selection, range 

search and aggregation with differentindexing strategies. However, most of these queries depend on 

measured values ‘mv’ and the only way to perform all our queries was to redefine the primary key of 

our table measuresA as following: 

[PRIMARY KEY ((m,s,bt), mv);] 

The partition key of this primary key consists of; machine identifier ‘m’, sensor identifier ’s’ and 

begin time ‘bt’ all together. The measured value ‘mv’ here represents the clustering column and has 

no direct impact on the composite key of the table since it was included for querying purposes only.  

Figure 7 clearly shows that all data was partitioned based on the composite key (m,s,bt) and clustered 

within each partition by the measured value ‘mv’. After redefining the primary key it became 

possible to execute all queries we planned to include in our mini benchmark. Hence, the primary key 

in Cassandra for our model consisted of composite partition key which was used internally to 

separate the rows of Cassandra data structure. It also consisted of clustering key which was used to 

organize non primary keys (columns) within each partitioned row. Therefore, the concept of the 

Cassandra primary key for our application is different from SQL primary key concept but still we 

have super composite partition key since ‘bt’ value is a timestamp value. It is important here to note 

that the partition key and clustering columns might need to be altered in order to run different 

queries. 

 

Fig 7. New data structure depends on new Primary Key 
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Consistency in Cassandra has multiple levels and each level concerns with different strategies and 
replica numbers. Changing these levels of consistency affects read and write performance which is 
written in Cassandra user guide as a warning. Replica number determines how many copies of same 
data exist in different nodes for availability purpose and it ensures fault tolerance and avoids failure. 
Replica could have two or more copies of every row in a column family across participating nodes. 
In case of more than one replica, when a client connects to any node of the database cluster (peer 
connection) that node in this case is called a coordinator. If the write request for example is written in 

different node than the coordinator, then the latter sends sub-request to the node intended.   
Although only three levels of consistency are mentioned in Cassandra user guide (One, Quorum, 

ALL), figure 8 shows different writing consistencies of Cassandra, this snapshot was takenfrom a 

tutorial in YouTube for Cassandra Administration video series by Packt Publishing [18]. The 

weakest one is level ‘ANY’ whereas ‘ALL’ is the strongest consistency. These levels are:  
 
•! ANY: the weakest, write or update must succeed in any available node\replica. 

•! ALL: the strongest consistency, write or update must succeed in all nodes\replica. 

•! ONE: write\update must succeed in at least one node responsible for that row (primary or 

replica). 

•! TWO: write \update effects at least two replica 

•! THREE: write\update effect at least three replica 

•! QUROM: write\update effects majority of the replica, i.e. must succeed in a minimum number of 

replica nodes determined by ((replication_factor /2 )+ 1). 

Fig 8. Write consistency levels in Cassandra [18] 
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The read consistency levels in Cassandra are displayed in figure 9. Read consistency levels are 

similar to writing consistency levels except the ‘ANY’ level which is not included but it is equal to 

ONE. An example in the Cassandra user guide shows that as the consistency level is changed from 

ONE to QUORUM to ALL, the performance of reading deteriorates from 2585 to 2998 to 5219 

microseconds, respectively [17]. The read consistency levels can be explained as below [20]: 

 

•! ONE: the weakest, reads from the nearest node holding the data. 

•! TWO: reads from at least two closest nodes holding the data. 

•! THREE: reads from at least three nearest replication nodes holding the data. 

•! QUORUM: reads the result from a quorum of nodes with the most recent data timestamp. 

•! Local_Quorum: reads the result from a quorum of nodes with the most recent data timestamp in 

the same data-center as the coordinator node. 

•! Each_Quorum: reads the result from a quorum of nodes with the most recent data timestamp in 

all data-centers. 

•! ALL: this is the strongest and it reads the results from all replicas.  

 

All these consistencies have been tested while doing the experiments in single node of Cassandra but 

unfortunately these consistency levels have no effects on single node\replica. Note that, the default 

consistency was set at level ONE for both writing and reading. 

 
 
 

%

Fig 9. Read consistency levels in Cassandra [18] 
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The process of data insertion in Cassandra is explained in figure 10 which was taken from Cassandra 

Administration video series by Packt Publishing on YouTube [18]. Initially, when data is inserted to 

Cassandra, it is first written to a commitlog file which ensures durability and safety of the data and at 

the same time data is written to in-memory table known by Memtable. The latter then buffers the 

writes and eventually when it is full or reaches certain size, it flushes the data to a disk structure table 

called SSTable (Sorted String table). In more details, when Memtable exceeds the size, it will be 

replaced by new Memtable and the old Memtable will be marked as pending for flush which later it 

will be flushed by another thread [18][19]. SSTable is data file containing row data fragments and 

only allows appending data. In each flush operation, data is written on a disk as new SSTable in 

background. After transferring the data from Memtable to new SSTable, the SSTable will eventually 

be compressed. As a result of the above processes, the column for requested row could be 

fragmented over several SSTable and unflushed Memtable [18][19]. To reduce fragmentation and 

save the space of the disk, SSTable files are merged into a new SSTable occasionally. 

The SSTables and their associated files for our experiments are presented in figure 11. The name of 
the SSTable started with name of Key-space (database name) followed by table name then the 
created order number. Note that the file which contains the data is the file which ends by Data.db.                                                       
 

Fig 10. Write path in Cassandra [18] 
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The process of normal writing path in Cassandra is more expensive in term of time if the user wants 
to make bulk loading for Big Data. Bulk loading is useful for performance test, migrating historical 
data and when changing the topology of the clusters. Cassandra provides a tool called SSTable loader 
for bulk-loading process  [21]. 
 

 

 

Fig 11. SSTables  
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When there is any read request from a client, the node which is connecting and serving the client 

called a coordinator. Any node can be a coordinator as well as a replica and this is known as peer 

connection strategy. If the coordinator is not holding the needed data, it will contact and forward to 

number of nodes as specified by the consistency level. The fastest replica received by the coordinator 

will be checked by in-memory comparison. Simultaneously, the coordinator checks all the remaining 

replicas in the background and updates the replicas which have inconsistent data, these operations  

are called Read and Repair [18]. As shown in figure 12, in each node, when a read request is 

received, rows from all related SSTable and unflushed Memtables are merged. [18] [19]. 
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Migrating data from external file or other databases to Cassandra has many options and developer 
can choose depending on the existing data and how fast the data must be migrated. The options 
below are available for migrating data to Cassandra [22]: 
 
•!COPY command –  Cassandra Query Language Shell CQLSH provides a copy command to bulk 

load raw data from external data file such as CSV file but this is not recommended for massive 
files since it follows the normal path of writes. 

 
•! SSTable loader – this tool is provided by Cassandra for massive data and fast insertion process It 

basically transfers an existing SSTables which contain the data directly to SSTables of the 
Cassandra tables.  

 

Fig 12. Read path in Cassandra [18] 
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• Sqoop – this utility is used in Hadoop to migrate data from RDBMS into a Hadoop cluster. 
Cassandra Enterprise provider DataStax provides pipelining data from RDBMS table directly into a 
Cassandra column-family, so this is basically used for migrating from existing database to Cassandra 
database. 
 
• ETL tools – there are many ETL tools that support Cassandra both as a source and target datastore 
i.e. migrating from Cassandra database into another Cassandra database. Some of these tools are free 
to use (e.g. Talend, Pentaho, Jaspersoft). 

 
In our benchmark, Copy command and SSTable loader wereexperimented. A selective part from 
comparison of both options on bulk loading the data and analyzing the logs indicated that SSTable 
loader is the fastest option that can be used for benchmarking purposes (Appendix F). In addition, 
analyzing the data which was bulk loaded by SSTable loader is faster since all needed data is located 
in SSTables of the Cassandra column-family. In contrast, the data which was loaded by copy option 
is dispersed across SSTables and Memtables.  

!
When using SSTable loader for bulk loading, there are two main steps must be performed ,figure 13. 

In the first part, the programmer has to implement java class which reads the data to be uploaded 

from CSV file, at the same time this class generates SSTables similar to the tables that are generated 

Fig 13. Bulk loading Process [18] 
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with normal process of writing data to Cassandra clusters. This allows omitting and skipping 

insertion to Comitlog files and Memtables. In the second part, the SSTable loader tool that is 

provided by Cassandra will be used to copy the generated SSTables of part one. The copying process 

also includes loading these SSTables to Cassandra Key-space (schema). Bulk loading process using 

SSTable loader tool is very fast comparing with normal data insertion via Cassandra clients. 

The API convertor code of part1 of figure 13 is available in Appendix A, it includes a java class that 

was re-coded to fit our application scenario data and tables. The example can be found in [23] which 

was also explained in Cassandra provider Datastax in [21]. Understanding SSTables, SSTable loader 

utility and re-coding bulk loader java class require a lot of time due to leakage in the guide recourses 

and dependencies. 

"
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Cassandra carries out partitions across all nodes specified within a cluster database. All the data are 
divided into ‘’The Ring’’ and each node in the ring is responsible for one or more key ranges overall 
database. The user has the control over the partitions in term of order and distribution i.e. random or 
ordered partitions and over how many nodes on the ring should be replicated.  The two basic data 
partitions in Cassandra are: 

! Random partitioning: This is the default and recommended, since it divides the data equally 
across all nodes as possible using MD5 hash function.  

! Ordered partitioning: this is not recommended, since it stores and partitions the data in 
sorted order specified by user across the nodes therefore, some sorted partitions may contain 
more data and other less. 

To ensure fault tolerance and no failures for any node, there is an option to replicate each partition 
data across participated nodes or even data centers. The number of replicas can be specified as 
needed and in case of many replicas when a client connects to any node of the cluster that node in 
this case is called the coordinator. If write\read request has to be in different node or the coordinator 
is not responsible about that part, then the coordinator will forward the request to the number of 
nodes hold that part as specified by the consistency level. The fastest replica returns the data will be 
checked by in-memory comparison and at the same time the coordinator checks all the remaining 
replicas and updates the replica which has inconsistent data, this operation is called read and repair.     
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Redis is an open source, non-relational, in-memory data structure store, used as message broker 

database and cache [5] [24]. It also provides build-in replication and automatic sharding -

partitioning- in Redis cluster. Data in Redis can be represented in five different data structure based 

on key-value concept. Also, retrieving the data from database is based on using different commands 

for each data type that has been used for data representation. Since Redis is used in caching, it 

supports sophisticated Least Recently Used (LRU) eviction of keys algorithm depending on user’s 

needs.    

The data in Redis can be structured based on the following key-value structure [25]: 

•! Strings: strings is the simplest data structure of Redis, it saves the value associated with the 
key, as a string.  

 
•! Hashes: Hashes represent the data as multiple fields-values for a particular Redis key. Both 

fields and values are saved as strings. 
 

•! Lists: List of elements for a particular key, these elements are sorted based on insertion order 
and saved as strings. They are similar to Arrays of strings data. 

 
•! Sets: sets of unordered strings elements for particular key. These elements can be used for 

intersections, union, different sets operation with other sets.  
 

•! Sorted Sets: sets of ordered elements for a particular key, each element associated with 
floating value is called the score which is used for ordering the elements accordingly.  

 
•! Bitmaps: strings values are handled as an array of bits for a particular key.  

 
•! Hyperloglogs: this data structure is used for probabilistic counting of sets. Elements of this 

data structure are encoded as strings. 
 
Based on the above data structures and after long investigations, it was agreed to use two different 
data structures in parallel (hashed and sorted set) for this benchmarking scenario in order to 
accommodate the datasets and to execute the queries of the experiments as real world application. 
Hashes data structure was used for key lookup purposes whilst sorted set is the only data structure in 
Redis which provides the range search queries.  

%
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Redis is key-value datastore in which data is indexed and addressed based on the key name through 

which any value could be obtained. Therefore, the concept of this is similar to primary key indexing 

in SQL datastores. For this reason, we can fairly say that Redis has indexing feature by nature. 

However, since it has multiple data structures for representing the data, the developer can choose 

among these data structures based on the data values required for secondary indexing purposes [26]. 

Redis users can use Sorted Sets, Sets and Lists data structures for indexing and they can run these as 

a standalone accommodation for their data. Alternatively, the above data structures can be associated 

in a complicated way with other data structures such as Hashes and this ends up to same as using two 

different data structures. The easiest and simplest Redis data structure to be used as secondary 

indexing or i.e. for a key that needs to be sorted for better performance on the retrieval, is the Sorted 

Sets. Sorted Sets can represent the data of normal RDBMS column as key-score-elements where the 

score is a numerical floating number and the elements are set of associated value belong to that score. 

Sorted Set data type saves elements based on the score values in an ascending order. This data 

structure is only one which the user can search for information based on giving range of score values 

(minimum, maximum) [26]. For instance, in our scenario application, measured value (MV) is 

represented as following: 

[ ZADD mv 2.5  1:8:16.3:17.4 ], where;   

•! ZADD: is the insertion command for Sorted Set. 

•! mv: the key or the Sorted Set name which is equivalent to columns’ name of  ‘mv’ in 

RDBMS. 

•! 2.5: is the score value for particular elements associated to the score. 

•! 1:8:16.3:17.4 : are the elements for that score, which are in our case machine number ‘1’, 

sensors number ‘8’, beginning time ’16.3,  and ending time ’17.4’ 

Note that unlimited score-elements values can be added for these datasets under ‘mv’ key. 
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Redis as a single node is always consistent and considered as the strongest consistency level and it 

acknowledges the writes to the clients. However, Redis cluster which runs multiple nodes and 

replicas (master-slaves) lacks strong consistency behaviors [27]. This means, the slaves may lose the 

acknowledged writes by the master due to the asynchronous replication feature of Redis cluster for 

any reason. However, this slave node can take over the master node and converts into the master in 

case of main master gets crashed or cannot reply because of network problem. Redis developer can 

force the database to flush to the disk before it replies to the client programmatically but this could 

impact the performance which is the main concern of Redis. Redis provides WAIT [28] command 

which is used for waiting a period of time for writing acknowledgment from slaves. Unfortunately 

even with this feature there is no guarantee for strong consistencies because even if the slaves do not 

reply during that period Redis will continue handling the requests from clients and reflecting changes 

into the master. Therefore, Redis cluster (partitions) is considered always the weakest in the 

consistency while a single node of Redis is always consistent [28]. 
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Redis is very simpler in-memory datastore and its reading and writing paths are not complicated. 

Redis keeps all the data in-memory (RAM) while it is running. In addition, Redis saves the data into 

two different disk files, one is called Redis Database File (RDB) and the other is known as Append 

Only File (AOF). RDB file saves the representation of datasets and it is used by Redis for loading the 

data after the restart of the memory and it is used also for backups. In contrasts, AOF file saves the 

log of writes operations command in the same format used by clients, therefore it is used mostly for 

durability. However, these persistent options can be disabled if the purpose of Redis is not for storing 

but only needs the data in-memory while the server is running such as in caching systems. The data 

can be saved in RDB based on the system configuration file. Since the user can control the duration 

of saving operation that is performed to the disks files, it can be tuned to be every number of writes 

(e.g. 50 writes) or every number of seconds (e.g. 20 seconds) [29]. In addition, the user can manually 

run saving command. During each saving operation, a new RDB file is created to copy-on-write data 

from existing RDB file to new RDB file with the latest unsaved data and then the old file will be 

replaced. In contrast, AOF file appending and synchronization are done after each SET or insertion 

commands [30]. Clients always receive the requested data from the stored data in Redis in-memory 

files which guarantees fast retrieval operations for such system.  

%
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Partitioning (sharding) in Redis is the processes of dividing the keys and associated values among 

symmetrical running Redis instances, therefore, each instance will accommodate subsets of total 

keys-values. In addition, each node or instance has a file which contains all the cluster nodes 

information and the keys each node have with respect to each node has a special ID, IP and port 

number in the cluster. All nodes have auto discovering features for corresponding nodes within same 

cluster for unreachable nodes detection as well as they can perform a slave node to be as a master by 

election if required. Replicating the keys among different nodes is supported in Redis clustering for 

availability. Master-slaves are used in term of data replication between the main node and its replica 

in asynchronous consistency. In case of any master becomes unreachable for some reason, an 

automated operation will be performed by cluster nodes to replace that master node by its replica 

then the replica (the slave) takes over to be the master while the old master becomes the slave after 

resuming the work. Moreover, if there is a master without any slave, it will get automated slave from 

a master which has more than one slave. During the clustering operation of creating the number of 

nodes with master and slaves, there is an internal operation performed to divide number of known 

slots among nodes to accommodate the corresponding keys. This operation is called Key Distribution 

Mode and it distributes the key space of the database to 16384 slots. Each node of the cluster is 

responsible about an equal range of slots which are in turn equally distributed among all nodes, note 

that each slot can allocate multiple keys. Redis clusters nodes use the information of slots distribution 

to redirect the clients to the right nodes for writing\reading key-value. Redis cluster topology is a full 

mesh where each node can communicate to any other nodes using TCP connections. Therefore, 

clients can connect to any node in the cluster even the slaves. The connected node will analyze the 

requested query and if the slot of the query is available within this node, it will reply by the data 

needed otherwise it will redirect the client to the node that accommodates the key slot. There is no 

forwarding methodology of the request from node to another and waiting for the reply, it just 

completes redirecting from connected node to the right node. Although this automated operation is 

supported in Redis Command shell (Redis-cli), in case of external API clients, this operation has to 

be programmatically handled by the developer by using HASH_SLOT = CRC16 (key) mod 16384 

function [31]. From the previous explanation, it is obvious that each Redis node works as a 

standalone server and it cares about the data that has been saved or to be saved in its slots only. 

Theoretically, this makes no difference in the performance if the machine or server hardware 

resources such as the RAM are bigger in size which can accommodate all data.  

%
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The normal insertion to Redis using Redis-cli shell commands is not that efficient for huge amount of 

data because normal insertion is time consuming when it comes to waiting for the reply of each 

insertion commands. Therefore, as most database systems provide utilities for bulk loading massive 

data, Redis system provides the ability for the users to upload millions of key-values in short time as 

fast as possible without waiting replies of each command. The bulk loading in Redis called ‘Mass 

Insertion’ [32] in which the clients have to create a txt file containing Redis insertion commands such 

as SET & ZADD with the associated data to be inserted in row format. Below is an example of part 

of such file:  

To insert million records of raw data, the client has to generate a file contains one million rows 

of Redis commands with their data. Once the file is ready, the remaining thing is to feed the 

database by the data by magic commands of Redis Mass Insertion called pipe mode shown 

below: 

This command allows the client to upload huge data faster than normal insertion since it feeds 

that server with data without waiting for the reply of each command. At the end of transferring 

all data, a message of information appears for the client with the number of records that have 

been transferred and an error messages if any. 

This Redis technique for Mass Insertion still has some drawbacks: 

•! It does not provide the time consumed by the server to upload the data, therefore, 

execution time was manually added in redis-cli for this project for testing this feature.  

•! In case the data covers the maximum of utilized memory of the machine (RAM), it 

deadlocks and stops without giving any notice or message about the problem, while the 

client is waiting assuming that data is still transferring.  

HMSET measuresa:10:1:0810  m 10 s 1 bt 0810 et 0812 mv 0 
ZADD  mv   0  10:1:0810:0812 
 
HMSET measuresa:10:2:0810  m 10 s 2 bt 0810 et 0812 mv 1 
ZADD  mv  1  10:2:0810:0812 

cat data.txt | redis-cli --pipe 
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•! The main problem of this feature is that it supports the bulk loading only for the connected 

node but not for multiple Redis instances or cluster nodes. Therefore, an Application 

Programming Interface (API) was developed (Appendix A) for both single mode server and 

partitioning mode while running multiple Redis nodes in parallel with respect to 

HASH_SLOT function which is responsible for distributing the data among nodes slots as 

explained in section (2.7.3.4).  
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In [1], both types of state-of-the-art database were benchmarked for persistent data from real 

industrial world application and the investigation was conducted for various configurations of 

indexing strategies. The results of this benchmark showed that SQL databases have more advantages 

of performance compared with NoSQL databases by having the query optimizer. However, this 

benchmark investigated only one NoSQL database. In the current project, the investigation was 

extended to cover more state-of-the-art NoSQL datastores. Additionally, a different state-of-art 

relational database from commercial vendor that has been used in the previous research was applied 

in this project. Moreover, new release of the relational database from open source vendor was used 

here. 

It was mentioned in [33] that indexing and multiple indexes per table in SQL data-stores can affect 

the performance of different types of querying and give good decision for query optimizer to choose 

proper indexing among multiple indexes. However, experiments with different indexing strategies 

and experiments within bulk loading condition were not performed before. Analyzing Big Data logs 

from real application for such research needs to be tested within persistent data logs environments 

which is the main focus of this project. 

Indexing strategies have been experimented in different researches and showed that they affect 

querying performance of both database types although in [34] this reality was acknowledged, the 

research experiments did not use any indexing strategies. The reason is that the NoSQL database 

used for the comparison does not support automatic generation of query plans. Our research 

conducted all comparison experiments with one or multiple indexing and compared them with no 

indexing for the same experiments. Moreover, the YCSB [35] benchmark and TCP-H DSS 

benchmark [36] were run over SQL server [37] without examining them for relaxed and strong 

(ACID) consistencies. In the present research we considered different consistency levels among all 

experiments. In addition, data parallelization over multiple nodes was investigated.  
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Our evaluation data set was generated in real-world industrial application where many machines 

monitored by administration for the purpose of productive quality. Therefore, each machine has 

multiple sensors reading their values from different perspectives and these values are loaded and 

stored in datastore. After the loading, multiple queries execute to verify and analyze the persistent 

logs. The size of the data set was divided in different sizes linearly: one, two, four and six gigabytes. 

Each data-set size includes 19,530,000 , 37,800,000 ,  74,550,00 and 111,180,000 records 

respectively as shown in Figure 4.1. These records were injected into datastores which were then 

evaluated by this benchmark.        
 

 

Fig 4.1.% The Volume of data for experiments 
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The project was expected to define a benchmark that includes fundamental queries for accessing and 

analyzing persisted streams. Before executing the queries, datasets have to be bulk loaded into the 

datastores linearly for different indexing strategies. The properties of the queries were basic 

selection, range search, aggregation and other advanced queries to discover the efficiency of query 

processing and index utilization of the DBMSs. This benchmark was limited to these queries since it 

is known that non-relational NoSQL datastores do not support complicated numerical operators, 
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joins and multiple sup-queries. Most of these queries were already conducted in the previous project 

held in UDBL research group [1]. 
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First query is key lookup query, precisely, finding a record for a given machine ‘m’, sensor ’s’ and 

begin time ‘bt’. The query for all data-stores  is specified as following: 

 
SQL (RDBMs) CQL (Cassandra) REDIS-CLI (Redis) 
SELECT *  FROM measures  
WHERE m = ?   

AND   s = ?  

AND   bt= ?; 

SELECT *  FROM measures  
WHERE m = ?   

AND   s = ?  

AND   bt= ?; 

HGETALL measures:m(?):s(?):bt(?) 

    Table 4.2.1 Lookup Query Q1 
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A query from a client (external client) was called and executed and then the client was asked for 

dataset within specific range search of measured values. The computational method of the query’s 

result will be at the client side. Multiple queries (seven) were performed for such testing with 

different range search and selectivity results. Such query is presented as following; 

 
SQL (RDBMs) CQL (Cassandra) REDIS-CLI (Redis) 
clientCount( 
SELECT  *  FROM measures 
WHERE mv > ? AND mv< ? ) 

clientCount( 
SELECT  *  FROM measures 
WHERE mv> ? AND mv< ? 
ALLOW FILTERING;) 

clientCount( 
ZRANGEBYSCORE mv min_value 
max_value ) 

Table 4.2.2 Range Search Query Q2 
(
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This query has same range values of Q2, aggregation with range search, but the computational 

method of query’s results is within the server side. Also multiple queries (seven) were performed for 

such testing with different range search and selectivity results. Such query is displayed as below: 

 
SQL (RDBMs) CQL (Cassandra) REDIS-CLI (Redis) 
SELECT  count(*)  FROM measures  
WHERE mv > ? AND mv< ?  

SELECT count(*)  FROM measures  
WHERE mv> ? AND mv< ? 
ALLOW FILTERING; 
 

ZCOUNT mv min_value max_value 

Table 4.2.3 Aggregation Query Q3 
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The experiments of benchmarks were performed in a machine running Intel® Core™ i5-4670S CPU 

@ 3.10GHz x 4, with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 64-bit operating system. The machine has 16GB of physical 

memory (RAM) and 500GB of disk space.   

 
Acronym Name , Consistency Level, Distribution  Properties 

DB-C DB-C & Weak consistency, Non-Distributed System No logging, Read Committed 

DB-O DB-O & Weak consistency, Non-Distributed System No logging, Read Committed 

CA Cassandra with single node, Non-Distributed System Read & write consistency one, 
Durable 

CA-SH Cassandra with cluster of 4 nodes, Distributed System Read & write consistency one, 
Durable 

CA-SH-R3-W Cassandra with cluster of 4 nodes, 3 replica, Weak 
consistency, Distributed System 

Read & write consistency one, 
Non Durable 

CA-SH-R3-S Cassandra with cluster of 4 nodes, 3 replica, Strong 
consistency, Distributed System 

Read & write consistency ALL, 
Durable 

Redis Redis with single node, Strong Consistency, Non-
Distributed System 

Read & write Strong consistency  

Redis-SH Redis with 6 nodes shards, no replica, Strong 
Consistency, Distributed System 

Read & write Strong consistency  

Table 4.3. Consistency configurations for the experiments 

(
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For both state-of-art RDBMs, the query result cache was turned off and the transaction isolation level 

was set to Read Committed which is second weakest level at isolation ladder. In addition, the query 

logging was disabled. In the open source database system, the new default storage engine was used 

which allows transactional and isolation features. The buffer size was utilized carefully depending on 

the resources of the machine environment.   
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For all Cassandra systems, both heap_newsize and max_heap_size variables were carefully set to 

800MB and 8GB respectively. In addition, all variables related to the reading timeout such as 

‘read_request_timeout_in_ms’, ‘range_request_timeout_in_ms’ and ‘request_timeout_in_ms’  were 

increased to fit the long period of reading from the clients and most of them had maximum default as 
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10 seconds only. Since Cassandra Query Language (CQL) terminal was used which is not printing 

the execution time after querying, the terminal was edited to add this feature. Moreover, the 

client_timeout variable which also had 10 seconds maximum time to read was also increased. The 

default and recommended random partition strategies were used. The querying cache was stopped by 

setting ‘row_cache_size_in_mb’ to zero in Cassandra configuration file. As recommended in Apache 

Cassandra provider page, swapping was disabled for performance matter which I found that it is 

better than with swapping. In this investigation, the latest release 2.1.9 of Cassandra was used for 

both Shards and non-shards.  

 
For Sharding systems of Cassandra (CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S), Cassandra Cluster 

Manager (CCM) tool was used and it was provided by Apache Cassandra provider (DataStax). CCM 

creates multi-node Cassandra clusters on the local machine, therefore 4 nodes were created to run 

Sharding experiments. As mentioned above, all configurations such as heap_newsize and 

max_heap_size were configured carefully and equally between nodes to fit the size of datasets 

results. The configured values per node for both heap_newsize and max_heap_size were 300MB and 

3GB respectively.  
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Redis systems' configuration file was updated to fit the resources of the environments and the clients 

output buffers limitation was set to zero to force disconnecting the clients if there is no reading to the 

data or idle. Since turning on append-only-file variable which was used only for durability guarantee 

and had no effects on the performance as investigated in this study (data not shown), it was turned 

off to save more memory and CPU usage. As Redis in this project was used as datastore not as 

cached systems, the eviction policy was set to no eviction. In Redis, the max-memory variable was 

not set for certain size therefore, it was automated to use how much RAM is available. In contrast, in 

sharding experiments, the memory was equally distributed among all nodes and the system. The 

default reply-timeout was increased since we expected long time than defaults. Automated saving 

variable which is responsible to write the data to the disk was switched off and manual saving 

command was used after each loading. The latest release 3.0.5 of Redis for both shards and non-

shards was used in this investigation. 

For Redis sharding or as called in this thesis a Redis-SH, official Redis clustering tutorial which is 

available in the system provider website was used to create a cluster of 6 shards. The benchmark 

shards database for 1GB, 2GB, and 4GB of dataset requires approximately 9.11 GB, 15.45 GB and 

34 GB respectively of memory size (RAM). Only clustering without any replications was 
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investigated due to the limitation of memory in the benchmark environments. Moreover, for memory 

limitation reason, for the 4GB of dataset, the data structure which is related to Q2 & Q3 only was 

loaded as will be discussed later (Appendix C).  
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For each consistency configurations DBMSs shown in Table 4.4, the bulk-loading time was 

measured for 1, 2, 4 and 6 GB of raw data with different indexing levels whenever it was compatible 

with the systems. The data which had to be loaded, it was saved in CSV file format where each row 

of raw data represented machine identifier ‘m’, sensor identifier ’s’ , begin time ‘bt’, end time ‘et’, 

and measured value ‘mv’. To be fair in this evaluation, the experiments were started with empty 

databases each time. 
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First experiment of bulk-loading was conducted without any indexing strategies in RDBMS using 

fast batch loader utility of each system which accepts high-volume data loads from CSV file into a 

single table. In Cassandra as explained in section (2.3.2), there is no strategy to keep the table which 

holds the data without indexing. Therefore, these experiments were not performed for CA, CA-SH, 

CA-SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S. In Redis there is only one setting for all bulk loading experiments 

since it is indexed congenitally by key attributes as mentioned in section (2.3.3). Moreover, two 

different scenarios of bulk loading in Redis were investigated here; the Mass Insertion utility [32], 

provided by system provider, and the API that was developed by me (Appendix A). The API reads 

the data directly from CSV file and bulk loads it to the datastore while the Mass Insertion utility uses 

the Redis command protocol format and reads only from text file format. The latter option led to 

developing a special data convertor API which reads from CSV file and appends Redis command 

format then it exports the data into txt file format (Appendix A). The expectation for both of RDBMS 

was to have faster performance since the distribution of the data among the table has no constraints. 

For in-memory systems, Redis and Redis-SH, it was expected to be fast at the beginning until the 

loaded data volume reaches certain size at which it goes slower due to the fact that the data is ordered 

based on the key order and the regarded size of the memory which is already loaded by data. Note 

that the auto-saving feature was disabled for all systems during the loading.  
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At this stage, the primary index was built in composite key (m,s,bt) before loading the data into the 

systems. All Cassandra systems (CA, CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S) were involved in this 

investigation since primary key creation is essential to create column-family within these systems. 

However, since bulk loading is required for range and aggregation queries investigation, the 

measured value was included in this primary key and considered as clustering key of our case 

scenario as explained in section (2.8.2). Therefore, the primary key of Cassandra column-family was 

set to be ((m,s,bt),mv). Because the Redis and Redis-SH systems are key-values systems, the 

structure of the keys was formatted to include our composite key, therefore, same Redis results from 

the last bulk loading (with no index) were used for comparison. It was expected to see a reduction in 

the performance of both state-of-art relational databases due to data and indexing distribution 

constrains among the table. Bulk loading for both non-sharding systems (CA,Redis) was expected to 

be much faster than their Sharded forms (Redis-SH, CA-SH,CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S). In 

addition, CA-SH-R3-S was expected to be the slowest among all systems because of its strongest 

consistency level. 
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This experiment included an additional secondary indexing on measured value column with primary 

key index that was used in the last experiment. Building both indexing had to be done before  data 

loading  to emulate the reality of our case scenario. Each system of our experiment configuration 

supports both primary and secondary indexes except for Redis and Redis-SH because they lack the 

existence of indexing in traditional manner. However, Redis is capable of sorting the values 

according to the key name format of hashing data structure which we already used in our 

investigation. In order to create secondary indexes, another data structure of Redis was used known 

as Sorted Set on measured value (mv). Both Redis data structure formats were bulk loaded 

simultaneously to also accommodate our experiments queries later. It was predicted from this 

experiment that both relational database and state-of-art Cassandra systems performance to be 

adversely affected. While Redis and Redis-SH results were thought to be same as the last 

experiments since no change was added.  
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The scalability of key lookup basic selection query Q1 was measured for each consistency 

configuration DBMSs, shown in Table 4.4. The investigation covered all data sizes 1, 2, 4 and 6 GB 
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of raw data with different indexing levels if they are compatible with the systems. In this part of the 

study, the command line utilities of each system was used and for each query run the average time of 

three executions was measured. 

(
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This part of our investigation evaluated the systems with Q1 in which no indexing was built. 

Unfortunately, all Cassandra configured systems! could not compete in this experiment since the 

primary indexing is the main requirement to build the table in these systems. Both state-of-art DB-C 

and DB-O were predicted to be slower than in-memory Redis and Redis-SH due to the full table 

scanning for the key in both RDBMSs. 
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Building the primary indexing on the composite key was the main feature of this experiment in 

which all investigated systems and their tunable levels were involved including Cassandra. For CA, 

CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S, the primary key also included clustering key of measured 

value in order to generalize our column family to suite both Q2 and Q3. It must be noted here that 

whether to include or omit the measured value had no impact on the results of bulk loading and Q1. 

Compared with full table scanning in last experiment, the performance of both DB-C and DB-O was 

expected to be more efficient after building the composite key index due to the fast retrieval of the 

key which is based on the indexing. We also expected Cassandra to be fast due to the quick reach to 

the partition including the key which is based on the composite primary key. Redis and Redis-SH 

were expected to be super fast because of preparedness of the key-value in the memory compared 

with other systems which have to hit the disk to fetch the data.  
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In this experiment, an extra secondary key on the measured value was built with the existing primary 

composite key. Also, this experiment investigated how the systems perform when there is an extra 

indexing in same table which actually requires speeding up other reading queries such as our range 

search and aggregation queries. The expectation of this experiment included a non-observable effect 

on the performance due to that our key lookup query was based on the primary key index here.  
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In order to know how the system performs and scales when there is a third party client reading from 

the database, the analytic range search query Q2 was executed for this investigation. For each 

system, simple client was developed to read seven different selective range queries using most 

popular and recommended drivers for each system. Note that, all selective data row results were sent 

to the client for counting purpose. All the developed application program interfaces (API) are 

available in appendix (E). This experiment was tested for each consistency configurations DBMSs  

shown in Table 4.4 and it covered all data sizes 1, 2, 4 and 6 GB of raw data. As in key lookup query 

Q1, the average time of three executions was measured. 
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This section deals with testing the performance of the systems in which  no indexing was built. As in 

Q1 with no-indexing investigations, Cassandra systems were not part of this experiment. It was 

assumed that there will be a delay in retrieving the data due to the network level traffic between 

client and database systems. Moreover, for both RDBMSs, the performance was expected to be 

slower than in-memory systems due to full table scanning for measured values within the selective 

range compared with preparedness of the same data in sorted sets of Redis in-memory.     

!
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Building a primary index based on the composite key may not have a positive effect on the 

performance for analytic queries but it may affect the performance of some systems which save both 

data and indexes in the same table-space as in DB-O. In addition, it also allows the column-family 

systems to start participation in Q2. No performance advantage was expected for both RDBMSs 

since the Q2 is based on measured value indexing instead of the sensor key index. For Cassandra, it 

was proposed to observe slowness compared to the others since there is no indication to which 

partitions range to search for the selectivity of measured values, therefore it has to pass through all 

partitions ring. In contrast to Cassandra, Redis and Redis-SH were speculated to perform faster than 

others due to the!readiness of the results sorted in-memory.       
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In order to be fair in our investigation for performance of Q2, a secondary index was built on the 

measured value column with the existence of the primary key to meet the reality. The systems 
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performance in RDBMSs was expected to improve and this improvement might be observed in 

Cassandra systems too. Redis and Redis-SH results from last experiment were used here since they 

do not utilize any secondary key and their data structure ‘Sorted Set’ was used as secondary 

indexing.   

!
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In these experiments, the systems were requested to count the total number of sensors that have 

measured values between two selective values and return single number of the total. The experiments 

in this part were based on using the command line utilities of each system with supported build in 

functions for aggregation to remove the overhead of transferring the data to a third party client. Also, 

these experiments used same seven different selective range queries, holding same values as in Q2. 

The measurements of these experiments covered all consistency configurations DBMSs shown in 

Table 4.4 with all data sizes from 1 to 6 GB of raw data. As in both Q1 and Q2, the average time of 

three executions was measured. 
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The first Q3 experiment was carried out without any indexing utilities as in section (4.4.3.1) and only 

DB-C, DB-O, Redis and Redis-SH were investigated here excluding Cassandra and its derivatives. 

Both DB-C and DB-O were assumed to be slow for full table scanning to find the results whereas 

Redis and Redis-SH were expected to be unmatched super fast.  
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In theory, indexing columns which is not of primary concern for the query to be run has no effect on 

the performance of the query. Hence, this experiment either approves or disapproves the theory with 

our investigated systems. As in the experiments setup of section (4.4.3.2), Cassandra started to 

compete for a position in this comparison experiment of Q3. Over all, the expectation from this 

experiment was to be similar to that of Q2 with primary indexing with a difference in the execution 

time since transferring the massive datasets results to the clients was eliminated.  
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Similar to Q2 experiment (section 4.4.3.3), Q3 was experimented with an extra secondary index on 

measured value column with the primary indexing to speed up the fetching of the selective sensors 
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data from the database systems. All systems were expected to significantly improve in comparison to 

the results of the last experiments, however, Redis and Redis-SH were thought to possibly be similar 

since no change was done but they should be still strong competitors.    
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Fig.5.1. Performance of bulk loading without indexing 

 
Fig.5.1. shows the results of bulk loading without any indexing for DB-C, DB-O, Redis and Redis-

SH among four datasets sizes. Over all, DB-C performed better than others in this experiment, while 

DB-O was observed to be faster than both Redis and Redis-SH between 1GB and 2GB before it 

started to scale slow in 4GB and 6GB. For both types of Redis, the performance was identical, that is 

because Redis-SH does not distribute the data for shards in parallel. 
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Fig.5.2. Performance of bulk loading with sensor key index 

"

Fig.5.2. illustrates the performance of bulk loading with sensor key index with all of the DBs 

participated in this experiment. All datastores belong to Cassandra sharding (CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W 

and CA-SH-R3-S ) were observed to be much faster than others due to the concurrent data 

distribution among the shards or nodes while CA lacks this feature!which causing it to be the slowest 

in this experiment. Redis & Redis-SH were identical same as in previous experiment, also they 

scaled faster than both RDBMS and CA. It is clear that both DB-C and DB-O performed worse when 

there was no indexing which could be attributed to the dependency of data distribution on the 

indexing strategies. 
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Fig.5.3. Performance of bulk loading with sensor key and measured value indexes 

 

Fig.5.3. clarifies that all DBs offer scalable loading performance. Redis and Redis-SH were in the 

lead up to 4GB and 2GB respectively. DB-O proceeded as fast as DB-C up to 74,550,000 (4GB) 

million of raw rows however it performed slower at 111,180,000 of data rows!than DB-O. Both CA-

SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S scaled significantly worse than others because both of them after 

loading the data to all nodes and replicas, they rebuilt the indexing among the data which took up to 

3 hours for loading 6GB of data. Note that both CA-SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S had identical 

performance because they use SSTable loader feature which directly loads SSTables to the correct 

replica nodes. This feature does not go through the normal coordinated write process, so consistency 

levels have no effects on performance.  

A summary of all bulk loading experiments is presented in table 5.1. in which the performance of 

each system was evaluated with respect to the performance of other systems within this experiment.  

The evaluation is presented column wise. 
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System\Indexing Strategy No Index 

(Fig.5.1.) 
Sensor key Index 
(Fig.5.2.) 

Sensor Key & MV indexes 
(Fig.5.3.) 

DB-C Very Good Good Good 

DB-O Good Bad Good 

CA Not apply Bad Bad 

CA-SH Not apply Very Good Good 

CA-SH-R3-W Not apply Very Good Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-S Not apply Very Good Very Bad 

Redis Good Very Good Very Good 

Redis-SH Good Very Good Very Good 

Table 5.1: Summary of the bulk loading experiments** 

 
** The evaluation in this table is based on the overall numerical results of the experiments (see Appendices F, G, H, I).   
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Fig.5.4. Performance of Q1 without indexing 
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The first experiment of basic selection or key lookup was conducted for four systems DB-C, DB-O, 

Redis and Redis-SH, while it was not applicable to perform this experiment for other databases. Both 

in-memory systems (Redis & Redis-SH) performed super fast since their data are ready in the RAM 

and ordered by key-value. Although DB-C has no indexing, its results were opposite to the 

expectation since full scanning among massive data rows were fast compared with DB-O which 

reached to more than 32 times of the DB-C at 6GB and 21 times of the Redis at 4GB.  

 

 
Fig.5.5. Performance of Q1 with sensor key index 

 

In the second experiment of key lookup, indexing was built on the composite primary key. As 

expected, both Redis and Redis-SH were the fastest and they had same results since Redis sharding 

redirects the clients to the node which has the key-value store. However in Cassandra, the 

coordinator forwards the request to the node which has the data and waits for its reply then it replys 
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to the clients. RDBMS had better results in most datasets sizes than previous experiment, this was 

because the fast fetching used the index on the composite key instead of the table full scanning. In 

addition, it is clear that DB-O performed better than DB-C for 1GB, 2GB and 4GB that could be due 

to the optimization table feature which was used after bulk loading immediately. This feature 

reorganizes the data on the table with associated index data, reduces table space on disk and 

improves I/O efficiency when accessing the table. Also, the above chart indicates that most systems 

that belong to Cassandra (CA, CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S) had identical results for all data 

sizes except at 6GB where both CA-SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S jumped to higher execution time by 

only 0.060 of seconds (figure 5.5). 
 
"

 
Fig.5.6. Performance of Q1 with sensor key and measured value indexes 

 

The third experiment of key lookup included building an extra indexing on the ‘mv’ column. As a 

result of this experiment, DB-C, CA, Redis and Redis-SH were not affected compared with previous 
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experiments that was because the column in which the index was built on, was not used in this query. 

Due to the previously mentioned reason, Redis and Redis-SH had indexing congenitally on all 

experiments. Other systems were negatively affected in this experiment. In Cassandra, creating 

indexing on MV column did not affect the steps of data fetching since the data was partitioned by 

(m,s,bt), and Cassandra depends on the Q1 that directly touches the node with the query values 

(m,s,bt). This information was obtained by looking at the execution plan of all systems by enabling 

'tracing on' feature. By looking at the table features using ‘describe table_name’ command on CQL, 

the data in the table was ordered internally in each cluster by ‘mv’ ascending without even creating 

secondary indexing on it. The only speculation for this delay of the performance in these experiments 

that creating a secondary index on ‘mv’ column caused an increase in the size of the table which in 

turn led to increase the size of the database and therefore hitting the performance by absorbing the 

server resources.  

A summary of all Basic Selection experiment is presented in table 5.2 in which the performance of 
each system was evaluated with respect to the performance of other systems within this experiment.  
The evaluation is presented column wise. 

 
System\Indexing Strategy No Index 

(Fig.5.4.) 
Sensor key Index 
(Fig.5.5.) 

Sensor Key & MV indexes 
(Fig.5.6.) 

DB-C Good Good Very Good  

DB-O Very Bad Very Good Good 

CA Not apply Good Very Good 

CA-SH Not apply Good Good 

CA-SH-R3-W Not apply Good Good 

CA-SH-R3-S Not apply Good Good 

Redis Very Good Very Good Very Good 

Redis-SH Very Good Very Good Very Good 
Table 5.2: Summary of the Basic Selection experiments** 
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Fig.5.7. Performance of Q2 without indexing for 1 GB                    Fig.5.8. Performance of Q2 without indexing for 2 GB 

 

 

"

Fig.5.9. Performance of Q2 without indexing for 4 GB                     Fig.5.10. Performance of Q2 without indexing for 6 GB 
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First experiments of Range Search query (Q2) were conducted without indexing for 1GB, 2GB, 4GB 

and 6GB of datasets. As shown in the above figures (Fig.5.7, Fig.5.8, Fig.5.9, Fig.5.10), although 

there were no indexes, DB-C was faster in all experiments compared with other systems while the 

DB-O was the worst in all experiments. However, results of Redis and Redis-SH were not expected 

because in spite of the fact that Sorted Set structure used for Q2 was stored sorted in-memory. 

retrieving the data on large range of selectivity was worst than DB-O but they performed fast at 

lower range of selectivity. Since the sizes of memory in these experiments were 7 GB, 13.5 GB and 

12.65 GB (only part 2) for 1GB, 2GB and 4GB datasets respectively, this delay could be due to full 

usage of the  device memory and so there was no space left for querying, transferring, swapping and 

buffering the datasets results. In addition, this delay could be due to  the driver used in the API since 

Q2 was executed from API JAVA client. The driver used in this experiment was JEDIS which is 

highly recommended by Redis.   

A summary of all Q2 without indexing experiment is presented in table 5.3 in which the performance 
of each system was evaluated with respect to the performance of other systems within this 
experiment 

 
System\Data Sets 1GB (Fig.5.7.) 2GB (Fig.5.8.) 4GB (Fig.5.9.) 6GB (Fig.5.10.) 

DB-C Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

DB-O Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH-R3-W Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH-R3-S Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

Redis Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Not apply 

Redis-SH Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Not apply 
Table 5.3: Summary of the Q2 without indexing** 
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 Fig.5.11. Performance of Q2 with sensor key index for 1GB  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Fig.5.12. Performance of Q2 with sensor key index for 2GB%

 

"

Fig.5.13. Performance of Q2 with sensor key index for 4GB                  Fig.5.14. Performance of Q2 with sensor key index for 6GB%

 

Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 show the performance of range query (Q2) from client side with 

primary sensor key index. The selectivities  varied in each size of data as it is shown in the graphs. It 

is obvious from all above graphs that DB-C beaten all systems, but contrary to expectations, the 

results of DB-C were not affected by building the primary index when compared to no indexing 

experiment. Row prefetching that this system characterized by could be the reason and this feature 

may overwhelm the building of primary index on the column ‘mv’ which Q2 mainly depends on. In 

Contrast, the ratio of performance in DB-O increased slightly compared with no indexing at all. As in 

last experiments, both Redis & Redis-SH started good at low range of selectivity, while they 
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performed very bad when the selectivity became higher. All systems belong to Cassandra in this 

experiments performed very bad, for example, at 4GB of dataset size and at 64% of selectivity, their 

results in seconds were 230, 350, 416, 672 for CA, CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S 

respectively, compared to the results of DB-C and DB-O at same point 13, 90 consecutively. In 

addition, most of the Cassandra systems had problems at very low selectivity in most of the data 

sizes due to their prolonged spinning inside the systems searching for the results in each node, cluster 

and partition and using all the memory and the CPU until the system crashed and shutdown 

automatically and since  Cassandra systems are based on Java, this problem might occur due to 

garbage collection. The summary of these experiments is summarized in Table 5.4 in which the 

performance of each system was evaluated with respect to the performance of other systems within 

this experiment. 

 
System\Data Sets 1GB (Fig.5.11.) 2GB (Fig.5.12.) 4GB (Fig.5.13.) 6GB (Fig.5.14.) 

DB-C Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

DB-O Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Bad 

CA Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-W Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-S Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

Redis Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Not apply 

Redis-SH Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Not apply 
Table 5.4: Summary of the Q2 with sensor key index** 

 
*Good\Bad: it is good where the selectivity range is small, and becomes bad when the range of the selectivity increases. 
** The evaluation in this table is based on the overall numerical results of the experiments (see Appendices F, G, H, I). 
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Fig.5.15. Performance of Q2 with sensor key                                    Fig.5.16. Performance of Q2 with sensor key and measured and 
measured value for 1GB                                                                      value for 2GB 

 

"

Fig.5.17. Performance of Q2 with sensor key and measured             Fig.5.18. Performance of Q2 with sensor key and measured  
                value for 4GB                                                                                            value for 6GB 

 

The overall summary of the Q2 with sensor key and measured value indexes, illustrated in Table 

5, indicate that the results of this evaluation are similar to that of the experiments conducted 

previously without adding ‘mv’ indexes. The DB-C evaluation as usual was very good in all 

experiments related to this part. There was significant performance in DB-C by adding the ‘mv’ 

index which Q2 depends on. This significant improvement in the performance was seen at the 

first four selectivities queries then it started to weaken. This was in comparison with the same 

points in previous experiments where there was no secondary indexing on that column. For 
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instance, at 4GB of data with only sensor key index, the selectivity results of DB-C were 2.144, 

2.21, 2.73, 3.502, 4.831, 6.584, 13.606, while after adding a secondary index on ‘mv’ at the 

same point, the results were as following  0.246, 0.301, 1.646, 2.77, 5.225, 8.144, 14.93. Note 

that the sets number of results at each of the last points are 23736, 213624, 2326128, 5577960, 

10894824, 18388477, 47631229 rows. The reason for this variation in the performance among 

the selectivities could be explained by the large volume of information in the results sets that 

must be transferred between the database system and the API. Redis, Redis-SH and DB-O had 

similar evaluation, they performed fast at low selectivity and then their performance went down 

as the selectivity increased. This evaluation showed that CA-SH-R3-S performance was the 

worst, since it has 3 replicas from which the results must be collected and compared before 

replying to the client. As a result, its performance reached up to more than 1000 seconds at 6GB 

of datasets when the selectivity was 43%. Creating an index on a clustering column in Cassandra 

as in our scenario case of our experiments had very bad influence on the performance of 

aggregation queries since it had to check all partitions in all clusters searching for values of ‘mv’ 

within the selectivity range. CA system was preferable compared to CA-SH and CA-SH-R3-W 

which they showed identical results . 

 
 
 

System\Data Sets 1GB (Fig.5.15.) 2GB (Fig.5.16.) 4GB (Fig.5.17.) 6GB (Fig.5.18.) 

DB-C Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

DB-O Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* 

CA Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-W Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-S Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

Redis Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Not apply 

Redis-SH Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Good\Bad* Not apply 
Table 5.5: Summary of the Q2 with sensor key and measured value indexes** 

 
*Good\Bad: it is good where the selectivity range is small, and becomes bad when the range of the selectivity increases. 
** The evaluation in this table is based on the overall numerical results of the experiments (see Appendices F, G, H, I). 
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Fig.5.19. Performance of Q3 without indexing for 1 GB                         Fig.5.20. Performance of Q3 without indexing for 2 GB 

"

" "

Fig.5.21. Performance of Q3 without indexing for 4 GB                       Fig.5.22. Performance of Q3 without indexing for 6 GB 

 

The performance results of the aggregation query (Q3) without indexing for the investigated 

systems are illustrated in Figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, 5.22. Same selectivity ranges of Q2 were used 

in these experiments excluding API client, i.e. the reading was directly done from the systems 

shells. Cassandra systems were excluded from these experiments since they have to be indexed 

all the time by basic indexing strategy such as primary key which is used as partitioning key 
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later. Here we found that both Redis and Redis-SH performed super fast compared to previous 

experiments of Q2 which could be explained by the elimination of data transfer between the 

system and the API client. The execution time of all selectivities in 1GB, 2GB and 4GB datasets 

was negligible (0.1 millisecond). Their results as usual are identical since Redis is known to 

redirect the shell client user to the node or shards where the key-value is stored. The high speed 

of data fetching could also be explained by the structure of storing the key-value in Sorted Set 

which as this name implies its sorting depends on the ‘mv’ value. The performance of DB-C was 

in the second position in these experiments and it was much faster when compared to Q2 at the 

same level especially at high range of selectivity. Although there was no API client in this 

investigation, the DB-O still scaled worse than other systems but better than itself in Q2.    

 
System\Data Sets 1GB (Fig.5.19.) 2GB (Fig.5.20.) 4GB (Fig.5.21.) 6GB (Fig.5.22.) 

DB-C  Good  Good  Good  Good 

DB-O Bad Bad Bad Bad 

CA Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH-R3-W Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH-R3-S Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

Redis Very Good Very Good Very Good Not apply 

Redis-SH Very Good Very Good Very Good Not apply 
Table 5.6: Summary of the Q3 without indexing** 

 
** The evaluation in this table is based on the overall numerical results of the experiments (see Appendices F, G, H, I). 
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Fig.5.23. Performance of Q3 with sensor key index for 1GB                Fig.5.24. Performance of Q3 with sensor key index for 2GB%

 

" "

Fig.5.25. Performance of Q3 with sensor key index for 4GB%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Fig.5.26. Performance of Q3 with sensor key index for 6GB 

"

The results of adding primary indexing to the systems before executing Q3 are presented in 

figures 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26. The Redis and Redis-SH were also the leaders in the 

performance among other systems. The results of adding primary indexing or not to DB-O were 

found to be identical which indicates that this indexing had completely no effect on DB-O 

performance, yet its performance stayed higher than DB-O and Cassandra systems at all data 

sizes of these experiments, therefore it deserved to be the second best. Although building 

primary index was not expected to be advantageous for Q3 performance of the systems, DB-O 
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showed the opposite and performed better than without it.  The reason could be due to that the 

data was sorted and clustered in the table based on primary indexing which facilitates data 

fetching compared without primary composite index. Despite of this improvement, its 

performance stayed way below the performance of Redis, Redis-SH and DB-O. All figures 

indicate that Cassandra systems (CA, CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S) had problem to 

scale with our application scenario in both Q2 and Q3 which made their performance to be the 

worst compared to Redis, Redis-SH, DB-C and DB-O. Apparently, this issue is expected from 

the Cassandra developers since it is reported in their user guide that running queries such as 

(Q2,Q3) with ‘ALLOW FILTERING’ option in Cassandra Query Language (CQL) shell has 

performance issues because it has to touch all clusters and partitions of all rings in order to 

search for the results. Among Cassandra systems, CA, CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S are 

respectively ordered from high to low based on their performance.  

 
System\Data Sets 1GB (Fig.5.23.) 2GB (Fig.5.24.) 4GB (Fig.5.25.) 6GB (Fig.5.26.) 

DB-C Good Good Good Good 

DB-O Bad Bad Bad Bad 

CA Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-W Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-S Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

Redis Very Good Very Good Very Good Not apply 

Redis-SH Very Good Very Good Very Good Not apply 
Table 5.7: Summary of the Q3 with sensor key index** 

 
** The evaluation in this table is based on the overall numerical results of the experiments (see Appendices F, G, H, I). 
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Fig.5.27. Performance of Q3 with sensor key                                     Fig.5.28. Performance of Q3 with sensor key and measured  
                and  measured value indexes for 1GB                                                 value indexes for 2GB  

 

" "

Fig.5.29. Performance of Q3 with sensor key                                          Fig.5.30. Performance of Q3 with sensor key and measured  
               and measured value indexes for 4GB                                                        value indexes for 6GB 

 

Last experiment investigated Q3 in all systems with sensor key and measured value, the results 

of this experiment are illustrated in figures 5.27, 5.28, 5.29 and 5.30. All figures show that Redis 

and Redis-SH had performance incomparable with all systems, for this reason, their scores 

remained top the list. DB-C and DB-O scaled much butter compared to their performance when 

there was no secondary indexing on ‘mv’, still the DB-C performed around 4 times faster than 

DB-O. Adding a secondary index to all Cassandra systems had no significant effect on the 

performance and the results seemed to be almost similar when compared with previous 
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experiments without measured value indexing. Therefore, secondary indexing cannot be used to 

improve the performance instead it is more useful for making querying by some columns 

possible. Because these queries end up by hitting all partitions and clusters searching for the 

results, this made it very slow for our case problem to run Q2 and Q3. 

 
System\Data Sets 1GB (Fig.5.27.) 2GB (Fig.5.28.) 4GB (Fig.5.29.) 6GB (Fig.5.30.) 

DB-C Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

DB-O Good Good Good Good 

CA Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-W Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

CA-SH-R3-S Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad Very Bad 

Redis Very Good Very Good Very Good Not apply 

Redis-SH Very Good Very Good Very Good Not apply 
 Table 5.8: Summary of the Q3 with sensor key and measured value** 

 
** The evaluation in this table is based on the overall numerical results of the experiments (see Appendices F, G, H, I). 
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This section discusses and summarizes the results based on answering the research questions 

included in the project proposal.   

 

1-! How suitable the database systems for loading and analyzing of large-scale persistent logs?  

For RDBMS bulk loading, as illustrated in figures 1, 2 and 3, in the absence of indexing, both 

DB-C and DB-O performed better among other systems while they performed less in the 

presence of indexing before the loading although their performance stayed higher than CA, CA-

SH, CA-SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S when both sensor key and measured value indexes were 

existing. The slowness of bulk loading of RDBMS with indexing was due to the distributions of 

data based on indexing at the database tables, 33 and 35 minutes for bulk loading 74,550,000 

records of row data in DB-C and DB-O respectively with both primary and secondary indexing.  

Redis and Redis-SH had same performance in bulk loading since the system has no features to 

distribute the data concurrently to all shards of Redis. Redis has no primary or secondary 

indexing strategies since its key-value feature is sorted by nature. Both Redis systems performed 

slower compared with non-indexed DB-C & DB-O but then they started to beat DB-C & DB-O 

when primary and secondary indexing were built. In contrast, both Redis systems performances 

were at the same level of most Cassandra systems except CA which has single node and hence it 

lacks the concurrent bulk loading feature. In the last experiments of bulk loading where both 

sensor and measured value indexes system were existing, the Redis systems had the best loading 

time and they took around 14 minutes for bulk loading 74,550,000 records of row data. 

However, they required around 6 times of memory (RAM) than row data sizes since they keep 

all the datasets information into the RAM for fast retrieving performance.    

For Cassandra systems bulk-loading, the effective way to load large-scale data into Cassandra 

was to use bulk loader tool that was useful for only transferring historical data from CSV file or 

similar. Nevertheless, in our real application, the bulk-loading or large-scale insertion is directly 

done from the sensors of the factories’ machines which must pass by all normal insertion process 

(Comitlog, Memtables, SSTables) and this process requires huge time in comparison with using 

bulk-loader tool. Moreover, SSTable loader tool is not that efficient when the tables in which 

data is inserted has one or more secondary indexes. As experimented above, bulk loading in 
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Cassandra with secondary indexing strategies is time consuming compared with only primary 

indexing. Overall results of Cassandra in these experiments indicate that CA is the least efficient 

among the Cassandra systems with shards or clusters because Cassandra with Cassandra Cluster 

Manger (CCM) clustering performed 4 times better compared with no shards, this was due to the 

concurrent bulk loading into 4 nodes at once, while in CA the data were queued for bulk loading 

in single node. CA-SH was much faster than all systems including Redis due to the concurrent 

bulk loading reason just mentioned in addition to the absence of replication. Unfortunately, all 

Cassandra systems failed to be compared with other systems when they had a secondary 

indexing. It was observed that after data bulk loading using SSTable loader, Cassandra systems 

spent more time to rebuild and distribute the data based on the secondary indexes. In order to 

analyze persistent logs in Cassandra systems, developers have to plan before creating the tables 

or column-family in which queries of analyzation are run since the distribution of partition keys 

and primary keys are important with querying and analyzing. 

All systems found to be suitable and fast for look up queries that match the records of primary 

key elements which in turn are the key in the key-value systems used in this comparison. 

However, when there was no primary index in DB-O, its performance tended to decline at this 

stage. 

Overall results of selective range query (Q2) and selective aggregation query (Q3) showed that 

both Redis systems performed much better than others due to their capabilities of fetching and 

retrieving the data from memory instead of disk as most systems do. Moreover, they keep the 

data sorted in Sorted Set structure in memory, a feature that makes it effective without 

competition. In this part of the investigation, DB-C had the second best performance compared 

with others. Although it was shown in [1] that the relational DBMS from commercial vendor 

having sophisticated query optimizer, the current investigation did not encounter the 

aforementioned query optimizer in DB-C. Obviously, all results of DB-C were linear even with 

large selectivity of mass sizes of databases. DB-O performance was bad for Q2 & Q3 when there 

was no primary and secondary indexing but it scaled better after indexing  DB-O exceeded the 

expectations and defeated all Cassandra systems because of the issues regarding Cassandra 

structures for our application scenario and also because of the table optimization feature that was 

used in DB-O which had advantageous impact on the performance. Therefore, DB-O scored the 

third in these benchmarking experiments.  
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Although in [39] benchmark found that Cassandra is fast in reading than writing, this study 

shows that reading data from various Cassandra systems setups is time consuming based on our 

application scenario for Q2 and Q3. The reason behind that is due to the complicated distribution 

structure of the data within the column-family, i.e. the data in Cassandra systems has to be 

divided and stored in different rings or partitions based on the partition keys then it is clustered 

within each partition locally based on the cluster keys. As a result, searching for a column value 

within a cluster without giving any values for the partitioning keys as in Q2 and Q3 has to hit all 

rings and partitions searching for the selectivity range values. Compared to systems belong to 

Cassandra (CA, CA-SH, CA-SH-R3-W, CA-SH-R3-S), it was found that CA performed better 

than others in Q2 and Q3 since it is running in single node and it does not have to forward the 

request to all nodes and wait for their responses. In addition, CA-SH and CA-SH-R3-W had 

mostly identical results since both of them forward the requests to the nodes and read one reply 

per each node or cluster, while in CA-SH-R3-S, the system has to wait for all replies from all 

three replicas and compares the data results for strong consistency, this makes CA-SH-R3-S at 

the bottom of the performance list.    

 

2.  What is the impact of different indexing strategies? 

     Redis uses zero user indexing, it is a key-value store system, keys are the main part, and 

values are nothing, Redis does not allow the user to query object’s values or store data based on 

values indexing. Therefore, the programmer has to define the keys according to the querying 

needs. However, Redis gives the programmer the opportunity to define the values which have to 

be queried as range values to be under one key name structure called Sorted Set, these values are 

ordered by default to be faster during retrieval.   

Both state-of-art RDBMS investigated in this project support primary and secondary indexing 

strategies. The experiments of our investigation found that adding primary index and measured 

value secondary index, combined or scattered, negatively influenced the bulk loading in both 

systems. However, they scaled much better for basic selection or key lookup query Q1 after the 

addition of the sensor key composite index and they scaled even better when adding the 

secondary index on measured value column for Q2 and Q3. It was expected that adding the 

primary index on the composite key (m,s,bt) should not affect Q2 & Q3 which depends on ‘mv’ 

values but apparently DB-O was found to be affected by this indexing mainly due to data 

organisation within the table which accidentally affects fetching the mv data.  
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Cassandra provides both primary indexing which is a must to create the table or as it is called, 

column family. Unlike most of NoSQL databases, Cassandra provides a secondary indexing for 

their columns but based on the current investigations, the secondary indexing in Cassandra was 

given the name ‘semi secondary index’ since its existence is only for convenience not for 

performance. All benchmark queries Q1, Q2 and Q3 were distorted by building the secondary 

indexing including the bulk loading. Creation of primary key index in Cassandra should be 

carefully performed since the user querying and data storing structure depend on it.      

 

3. How sophisticated is the query optimizer for the investigated databases in choosing the 

appropriate execution plan for scalable query execution? 

It was claimed in [1] that the commercial RDBMS has query optimizer which is advantageous to 

its performance by enabling it to shift to full scanning when the selectivity retrieval depends on 

the indexing is more expensive than full table scan. In all investigated systems, the presence of 

query optimizer was almost non-existent and it is clearly seen in all graphs and figures that our 

systems used only indexing execution plan for scalability. Therefore, the query optimizer in 

previous DB-C [1] is better than the query optimizer of the current DB-C.   

 

4. What is the impact of relaxing consistency in loading and analyzing persistent logs? 

It was evident in [1] that relaxing consistency does not improve the performance for both 

RDBMS, accordingly, only one level of consistency was applied for comparison in this project. 

Redis is simple and its single instance is always consistent and strong, however, in Redis shards 

or clusters where the replication of the data is distributed among slaves replicas, the consistency 

becomes very weak so it does not guarantee strong consistency. This is explained by the 

asynchronous replication that Redis uses [27] and it is possible in certain conditions that one of 

Redis clusters loses writes that were acknowledged by the system to the client but not yet 

replicated on the slaves and that slave which loses the writes can be automatically a master if the 

main master gets crashed or failed to respond. Note that WAIT command does not make Redis 

cluster  strongly consistent [28] and it does not prevent a slave that was not able to receive the 

write to be a master, this problem was encountered when investigating Redis with replicas. Due 

to memory limitation that I had in our machine environment of the benchmarking, it was not 

possible to perform the clustering with replica investigation since that required around 14 GB of 
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RAM to make only one replica of 1GB of data and the memory size which was occupied by 1 

GB without replica was 7 GB of RAM in single mode server and around 9 GB of RAM in cluster 

mode (shards). That means at least 6X of RAM is needed to make the replica with shards for our 

case data. The only investigated consistency here was the strong consistency and the expectation 

was to find no impact on the performance of reading and writing with replication (master-slaves) 

mode since Redis redirects the clients to the node where the needed key-value is stored.   

Cassandra has different consistency levels as explained in details in Cassandra section in this 

report. Both weakest and strongest consistencies investigated in this study had no influence on 

loading and analyzing of our datasets when there was single node used as in CA, or even in 

multiple nodes with only one replica as in CA-SH. The impact of consistencies appeared within 

multiple nodes and replicas as in CA-SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S. The weakest read consistency 

resulted in significant fast performance comparing with the strongest consistency in same system 

setup in analyzing persistent logs as clearly seen from experiments Q2 and Q3. This observation 

was in response to the long waiting time for all dataset results from all 3 replicas and comparing 

them to the case of  strong consistency. On the other hand,  in the weakest reading consistency, 

the system coordinator only waits for any or one fastest response. Since the fastest SSTable tool 

was used for bulk loading in all our investigated systems, both consistency levels had no impact 

on bulk loading the logs, that’s because SSTable loader directly loads data to the correct nodes 

and replicas from the backend and does not load through the normal coordinated write process. 

However, based on theories of Cassandra behavior, bulk loading persistent logs in normal writes 

process should have a positive effect on the performance in the weakest consistency when 

compared with the strongest writing consistency.  

5. Does data parallelization provide significant performance advances for scalable loading and 

query execution? 

Both investigated state-of-art Redis and Cassandra provide parallelization of data among 

horizontal clustering or sharding. As explained in results section, both Redis and its shards mode 

Redis-SH have identical results in both data loading and analyzing mainly due to the simple 

design of the system in shards mode. Redis-SH redirects the clients to the node or the server 

where the requested key-value is located, in this situation, the Redis-SH nodes work as 

standalone servers and they directly reply to the clients. This is in contrast to the parallelization 

in most of datastores systems which are designed to be as server-client where the server is the 

coordinator. In addition, for the bulk loading, we found that the tool provided by Redis 
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community and used for bulk loading data injections had no capabilities to work with Redis in 

shards or partitions mode in which the data has to be distributed among different nodes. To 

overcome this problem, a simple program was implemented to distribute the data among the 

clusters of Redis. This program proved to be faster than PIPE feature provided by Redis-cli in 

single node. In Summary of Redis, the data parallelization did not provide any performance 

advantage for both loading and retrieving the data.  

In contrast, Cassandra clustering or parallelization, has smart parallel distribution and 

rebalancing the data among  the system cluster nodes, this feature gives Cassandra high level 

advantage compared to its counterparts in loading scalability, but unfortunately, reading the data 

from multiple participated nodes of the parallelization is time consuming, this conclusion was 

drawn based on our results. The delay in data retrieval was speculated to be due to the 

complicated structure of the data distributions in the columns-family. In addition, when a client 

connects to any node of the database cluster (peer connection), that node in this case is called the 

coordinator, if the read request for example has to be read in different node than the coordinator, 

then the coordinator sends sub-request to the node intended and waits for a reply with the results. 

Then, the coordinator will send the results to the client. The same thing is applied in the writing 

scenario in normal process. This complicated bureaucrate design, make the Cassandra systems 

fail in our both range and aggregation queries.    
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The results of this research show that there is not a specific type of system consistently 

outperforming the others, but the best option can vary depending on the features of the data, the 

type of query and the specific system. 

Both in-memory systems Redis and Redis-SH performed well compared to all the other systems 

when loading and analyzing persistent logs. DB-C also showed a similar good performance. 

Although the open source RDBMS DB-O also obtained acceptable results it could not compete 

with the systems mentioned above. All Cassandra systems had a comparably good performance 

in bulk loading raw data using the Cassandra bulk loader tool (SSTable loader) which loads the 

data to a live cluster of nodes and transfers the relevant part of the data to each node and replica 

in parallel, but their performance degraded when secondary indexing were created before the 

bulk loading. All Cassandra systems performed poorly in aggregation and range queries but they 

were competitive in key lookup queries retrieving a particular record.  

Primary and secondary index utilization in both RDBMSs resulted in good performances for 

looking up and matching a specific key and for retrieving a selective range of data as in our 

second and third queries. However, creating these indexes before the bulk loading had a negative 

impact on the performance. Both Redis and Redis-SH have no built-in primary or secondary 

indexes, however the key structure can be used as a primary key access as in our basic selection 

query where our key was the composite key. In addition, Redis data structures can be used to 

work as secondary indexes as in our second and third queries. In these cases the key structure 

identifies how the data are sorted. Cassandra systems provide both primary indexes and 

secondary indexes but unfortunately a secondary index of Cassandra does not provide full 

secondary indexing as in RDBMSs  We refer to this as a ‘semi-secondary index’. The primary 

index in Cassandra is a fundamental data structure and the main factor determining the efficiency 

of data retrieval. Unlike primary keys, secondary indexes in Cassandra were found to be 

negatively affecting the performance of both loading and querying tasks. 

Although! the level of reading and writing consistencies had no effect on CA and CA-SH, it 

significantly influenced both CA-SH-R3-W and CA-SH-R3-S where replicas were used. 

However, it had no impact on the loading of persistent logs when using a fast data migration tool 

such as the SSTable loader utility. In contrast, Redis is always consistent since it redirects the 

clients" requests to the key-value node. In case of replication, Redis is less consistent but this had 
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no effect on the performance due to the asynchronous replication behavior characterizing this 

system.  

Data parallelization over multiple shards or nodes had a significant positive effect on the 

performance of bulk loading the persistent logs in Cassandra systems, due to the parallel 

distribution behavior of data among nodes of the cluster. However, it negatively affected data 

analysis and filtering. On the other hand, Redis parallelization had no effects neither on loading  

nor on analyzing the persistent logs.  

As a finale note, these benchmarking experiments have been conducted using mid-range 

hardware. It would be interesting to repeat the same experiments on high-end machines, with not 

less than 64 GB of memory for non-sharding experiments, and 32 GB of nodes for sharding 

experiments. Moreover, client applications could be run from standalone machines other than the 

server running the database systems, to simulate a more realistic scenario. 
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p ack age  tran sfer ; 
 
i mp o rt j ava .io .B u fferedR ead e r;  
i mp o rt j ava .io .F ile ; 
i mp o rt j ava .io .*; 
i mp o rt j ava .io .IO E x cept ion ; 
i mp o rt j ava .io .In p utS tream R eader ; 
i mp o rt j ava .m ath.B ig D ecim al; 
i mp o rt j ava .n et .H ttp U RL Co n nect ion ; 
i mp o rt j ava .n et .U RL ; 
i mp o rt j ava .tex t.ParseE xc ep ti on ; 
i mp o rt j ava .tex t.S im p leD ateFo rm at;  
i mp o rt j ava .u til.Li st; 
 
i mp o rt o rg.su p ercsv .i o.C sv Lis tR eader ;  
i mp o rt o rg.su p ercsv .p refs .Cs vP referen ce;  
 
 
/ **  
 *  U sag e: jav a  t ran sfer .trans fe r  
 * / 
p u bli c  c lass tran sfer 
{  
    pu b lic  sta ti c f in a l S tr in g C SV _ U R L = " ./m easu res A 3_ 0 00 .csv ";  
    pu b lic  sta ti c f in a l S tr in g f ileN am e = " ./Red is_ m easu resA 3 _0 0 0.tx t" ; 
     
    pu b lic  sta ti c v oi d m ain (Str in g[ ]  a rg s)  
    { 
 
 
 
       try (  
            B u ffered R ead er  read er  = n ew  Bu ffered Read er ( new  Fil eR ead er(C SV _ U R L)) ; 
            C sv Li stR eader  csv R eader  = n ew  C sv L ist Read er (read er, C sv Prefe ren ce .ST A N D A R D _ PRE FE R E N C E ) 
           )  
            {  
             F i leW rite r  w ri te r =  new  Fi leW rite r ( f ileN am e, tru e) ; 
             Bu f fered W ri te r b u fferedW rite r  = n ew B u ffered W rite r (w ri te r) ;  
             L ist <St rin g > lin e ; 
             w h ile  ( (li ne  =  cs vR ead er.read( ) )  != n u ll)  
                { 
                     

                 b u fferedW rite r .w ri te (n ew  St ri ng ( !h m set                             

       m easu resa :" +li ne .g e t(0)+" :" +lin e .ge t(1 )+" :"+ lin e.g e t(2)+ "  m "             +li ne .g e t(0 )+"   s 

" +li ne .g e t(1)+"   bt " +lin e .g et (2 )+"   e t "                +lin e .ge t (3 )+"   m v  "+ lin e.g e t(4 ) ) ) ; 
 
           b u f fe red W rite r .n ew Li ne( ) ; 
                 b u fferedW rite r .w ri te (n ew  St ri ng ("zad d   av erag es  " + lin e .ge t(4 )+ "  " +         
  lin e .ge t (0 )+" :"+ lin e .ge t(1 )+ ":" +l ine .g e t(2)+ ":" +lin e .g et (3 ) ) ); 
                 b u fferedW rite r .new L in e( );  
                } 
 
           b u f fe redW rite r .c los e( );  
            }  
            ca tch  ( IO E x cept io n e )  
            {  
                e .p r in tStack T race( ) ; 
            }  
         
    } 
}  

D ata Conver to r fo r Red is  F orm at 
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im port  re d is . cl ien ts .jed is .Jed is ;  
im port  re d is . cl ien ts .jed is .* ;  
im port  java.u t i l. *;  
im port  java. io .B uffe redR ea de r;  
im port  java. io .F ile ; 
im port  java. io .* ;  
im port  java. io .IO E xc ep tion ; 
im port  java. io .I np utS tre am Re ade r;  
im port  java.m ath .B igD ec im al;  
im port  java.net .H ttpU R L Connec tio n;  
im port  java.net .U RL ;  
im port  java. tex t .P arse E xcep tion ;  
im port  java. tex t .S imp leD a te Fo r ma t;  
im port  java.u t i l.L is t ;  
 
pub lic class  M a ssI nse rio n_R ed is  {  
 
   pub lic s tat ic  vo id  m ain (S tr ing [ ] a rg s) { 
   / /Connecting  to  R ed is  se rver on  loca lhos t  
      Je d is  je d is  = ne w  Je d is ( "loca lhos t" , 6379 ,  300000000 );  
      Sys te m.out . p rin tln ("C onnection  to  se rve r suce ssf u lly ");  
      doub le s tar tT ime = Sys tem .c u rre ntT im eM ill is ();  
      String  CS V _U R L  =  "/u sr/b in /m easu re sA 6G B.csv" ;  
      Bu ffe redR ea der b r =  nu ll ;  
      String  l ine =  "";  
      String  cvsSp li tBy  = ",";  
     int  lineN umber  =  0 ;  
 
     t ry  {  
              
            S tr ing  ke y  =  nu ll ;   
            S tr ing  ke y1  =  "m v";  
            M ap< String , Strin g> ma p  =  ne w  H a shM a p<> ();    
            M ap< D oub le , String> sco re Me mbe rs  =  ne w  H a shM a p<D oub le,  S tr ing> ();     
             Pipel ine  p  = jed is . p ipe l ined ();  
             b r =  ne w  B uffer edR eade r(ne w  F ile Re ader (CS V _U R L ));  
                w h ile  (( l ine  =  b r. rea dL ine ())  !=  nu ll) 
                {  
                    String [] row  = l ine. sp l it (c vsS p litB y );  
                    ++ line N umbe r;  
             
                    k ey  = "mea su resa :"+ row [0 ] +":"+ row [1 ]+ ":"+r ow [2 ];  
                    ma p .pu t("m ", row [0] );  
                    ma p .pu t("s", row [ 1] );  
                    ma p .pu t("b t", row [2] );  
                    ma p .pu t("e t",  row [3]);  
                    ma p .pu t("m v", row [4 ]) ;  
                    p .hm set(key ,  m ap);   
 
                    D oub le  sc o re = new  D oub le( row [4 ] );  
                    p .z add (key1 , sc o re, row [ 0] +":"+ row [1 ] +":"+ row [2 ]+ ":"+row [3 ]);  
 
                 
                i f ( lineN umbe r %  10000 = = 0 ){  p . sync ();  }   
                 
                }  
 
             jed is . save() ; 
 
            }  
            c atch  ( File N o tFoundE xce ption  e ) 
                  {  
     e. p rin tSta ckT ra ce( );  
             }   
            c atch  ( IO E xce p tion  e )  
                  {  
     e. p rin tSta ckT ra ce( );  
    }   
            final ly  {  
  i f (b r != nu ll) {  
   t ry  {  
        b r .c lo se() ;  
   }  c atch  ( IO E xce p tion  e) { 
    e. p rin tSta ckT ra ce( );  
   }  
  }  
            }  
        je dis .sa ve ();  
        je dis .c lo se ();  
        S yste m.ou t. p rin tln ("A bdu llah :  N u mber  o f row s ha s  bee n  in serted"  + l ine N umbe r);  
        S yste m.ou t. p rin tln ("D one ");  
        
        doub le endT ime = S yste m.c u rre n tT im eM illis ();  
        S yste m.ou t. p rin tln ("T ha t took  " +  (endT ime  - s ta rtT ime ) + " m il l ise conds");  
        S yste m.ou t. p rin tln ("T ha t took  "+ ((e ndT ime - s ta rtT ime )/10 00 .0000)  + " se conds  ");  
  }  
     }  

M ass Inse rtion  A PI F or  Re dis 
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im port  re d is . cl ien ts .jed is .Jed is ;  
im port  re d is . cl ien ts .jed is .* ;  
im port  re d is . cl ien ts .u t il . Je d isC luste rCR C 16 ; 
im port  java.u t i l. *;  
im port  java. io .B uffe redR ea de r;  
im port  java. io .F ile ; 
im port  java. io .* ;  
im port  java. io .IO E xc ep tion ; 
im port  java. io .I np utS tre am Re ade r;  
im port  java.m ath .B igD ec im al;  
im port  java.net .H ttpU R L Connec tio n;  
im port  java.net .U RL ;  
im port  java. tex t .P arse E xcep tion ;  
im port  java. tex t .S imp leD a te Fo r ma t;  
im port  java.u t i l.L is t ;  
 
 
pub lic class  M a ssI nse rio n_R ed is_Clus te r { 
 
 
 
   pub lic s tat ic  vo id  m ain (S tr ing [ ] a rg s) { 
   / /Connecting  to  R ed is  se rver on  loca lhos t  
      Je d is  je d is  = ne w  Je d is ( "loca lhos t" , 7000 ,  300000000 );  
      Je d is  je d is1  =  ne w  Je d is (" loca lhos t" ,7001 ,  300000000) ;  
      Je d is  je d is2  =  ne w  Je d is (" loca lhos t" ,7002 ,  300000000) ;  
      Je d is  je d is3  =  ne w  Je d is (" loca lhos t" ,7003 ,  300000000) ;  
      Je d is  je d is4  =  ne w  Je d is (" loca lhos t" ,7004 ,  300000000) ;  
      Je d is  je d is5  =  ne w  Je d is (" loca lhos t" ,7005 ,  300000000) ;  
      Sys te m.out . p rin tln ("C onnection  to  se rve rs  suce ssf ully ");  
      doub le s tar tT ime = Sys tem .c u rre ntT im eM ill is ();  
 
      String  CS V _U R L  =  "/u sr/b in /m easu re sA 4G B.csv" ;  
      Bu ffe redR ea der b r =  nu ll ;  
   String l ine  =  "";  
   String c vsS p litB y = ", ";  
      in t  l ine N um be r = 0 ;  
 
           tr y {  
                
            in t s lo t  ;  
            S tr ing  ke y  =  nu ll ;   
            S tr ing  ke y1  =  "m v";  
            M ap< String , String> ma p  =  ne w  H a shM a p<> ();    
            M ap< D oub le , String> sco re Me mbe rs  =  ne w  H a shM a p<D oub le,  S tr ing> ();     
            P ipe line p  =  jed is .p ipel ined () ; 
            P ipe line p1  =  jed is1 .p ipel ine d ();  
            P ipe line p2  =  jed is2 .p ipel ine d ();  
            P ipe line p3  =  jed is3 .p ipel ine d ();  
            P ipe line p4  =  jed is4 .p ipel ine d ();  
            P ipe line p5  =  jed is5 .p ipel ine d ();  
 
            b r =  new  Buf fere dRe ader (n ew  FileR ea der(C SV _U R L ) );  
                w h ile  (( l ine  =  b r. rea dL ine ())  !=  nu ll) 
                {  
                    String [] row  = l ine. sp l it (c vsS p litB y );  
                    ++ line N umbe r;  
             
                    k ey  = "mea su resa :"+ row [0 ] +":"+ ro w [1 ]+ ":"+r ow [2 ];  
                    ma p .pu t("m ", row [0] );   
                    ma p .pu t("s", row [ 1] );    
                    ma p .pu t("b t", row [2] );  
                    ma p .pu t("e t",  row [3]);  
                    ma p .pu t("m v", row [4 ]) ;  
                    p .hm set(key ,  m ap);  
                     
                    s lo t  =  (Jed isC luste rC RC 16 .getS lo t(ke y ))%  16384 ;  
                    / /S yste m.ou t. p rin t ln ("T his  ke y"+ key  + " s lo t  is  " +  s lo t  );  
                     
                    i f ( s lot  >=  0  &&   s lot  <=  2730  ) 
                        { p.hmset( ke y , ma p);}  
                         
                    else i f (s lo t  > = 2731  & &  s lo t < = 5460)  
                           {  p1 .hmset(ke y,  ma p) ;  }  
                     
                    else i f (s lo t  > = 5461  & &  s lo t < = 8191)  
                           {  p2 .hmset(ke y,  ma p) ;  }  
                      
                    else i f (s lo t  > = 8192  & &  s lo t < = 10922)  
                           {  p3 .hmset(ke y,  ma p) ;  }  
                     
                    else i f (s lo t  > = 10923  &&   s lo t < = 13652  ) 
                            { p4 .hmse t(key ,  m ap);  }  
                     
                    else {  p5 .hm se t(key ,  m ap);}  

M ass Inse rtion  A PI Fo r Red is  C luste r  
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 // mv  key  is a lw ay s in  slo ts  b e tw een  81 9 2 & & 1 0 92 2  i n c lu ste r  o f 6  no d es 
              D o ub le  sco re  =  new  D o u ble( ro w [4 ] ) ;   
              p3 .zad d(k ey1 ,sco re ,ro w [ 0]+" :" +row [1 ]+" :"+ row [2 ]+" :"+ ro w [3] ) ; 
                     
              if  (li neN u m b er  %  1 00 0 0 = = 0){ p .sy nc( ) ; p 1.sy n c() ; p 2.s yn c( ); p 3 .s yn c( );  p4 .sy nc( ) ; p5 .sy nc () ;} 
                 
                } 
             //p .sy nc () ; 
             jed is.s ave( ) ; 
             jed is1 .sav e() ; 
             jed is2 .sav e() ; 
             jed is3 .sav e() ; 
             jed is4 .sav e() ; 
             jed is5 .sav e() ; 
            }  
            ca tch  (FileN o tFo u nd E xcep tio n  e)  
                  { 
     e .p r in tStack T race( ) ; 
             }   
            ca tch  ( IO E x cept io n e )   
                  { 
     e .p r in tStack T race( ) ; 
    }  
            f in a lly {  
  if  (br  !=  nu ll)  { 
   try {  
        b r.c lo se( ) ; 
   } ca tch  ( IO E x cept ion  e )  {  
    e.p r in tStack T race( ) ; 
   } 
  } 
            }  
  
        jed is.sav e( );  
        jed is1 .sav e() ; 
        jed is2 .sav e() ; 
        jed is3 .sav e() ; 
        jed is4 .sav e() ; 
        jed is5 .sav e() ; 
 
        jed is.c lo se( ) ; 
        jed is1 .c los e() ; 
        jed is2 .c los e() ; 
        jed is3 .c los e() ; 
        jed is4 .c los e() ; 
        jed is5 .c los e() ; 
 
        Sy stem .ou t.p r int ln( " A bd u llah : N um b er  o f  ro w s h as b een in ser ted " +  lineN u m b er) ; 
        Sy stem .ou t.p r int ln( " D on e" ); 
  
           
            d ou b le  end T im e = Sy stem .cu rrent Ti meM illis( ) ; 
         Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( " Th at to ok  "  +  (en d Ti me -  sta r tT im e)  +  " m illis econ d s" ); 
            S yst em.o u t.p r in tln (" T hat  t oo k " + ( (en d T im e -  sta rtT im e) /1 00 0 .0 0 00 )  + " s econ d s ") ; 
 
  } 
}  
 
 

 

Mass Inser tion  AP I F or  Redis C lus te r C on tinue  
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/*  
 *  r eus ing  the  idea  o f bu lk load ing  e xma p le   
 *  f rom h ttp : / /w w w .da ta s ta x .c om/dev /b lo g/u s ing- the -ca ssand ra- bu lk - loade r-upda te d  
 *  the code has  be en  comple te ly re- coded  to  fi t  ou r sce na rio  
 *  
 * /  
pa cka ge  bu lk loa d ;  
 
im port  java. io .B u ffe redR ea de r;  
im port  java. io .F ile ; 
im port  java. io .* ;  
im port  java. io .IO E xc ep tion ; 
im port  java. io .I np utS tre am Re ade r;  
im port  java.m ath .B igD ec im al;  
im port  java.net .H ttpU R L Connec tio n;  
im port  java.net .U RL ;  
im port  java. tex t .P arse E xcep tion ;  
im port  java. tex t .S imp leD a te For ma t;  
im port  java.u t i l.L is t ;  
im port  o r g. superc sv. io.C svL is tRe ader;  
im port  o r g. superc sv.p re fs.C svP re fere nce;  
im port  o r g. apa che. ca ssa nd r a.c on fig .C onfig;  
im port  o r g. apa che. ca ssa nd r a.d ht .Mur mur3P art i t io ne r;  
im port  o r g. apa che. ca ssa nd r a.e xcep tions .I nva lidRe ques tE xcep tion ;  
im port  o r g. apa che. ca ssa nd r a. io . ssta ble.CQ L SS T ab leW r ite r;  
 
pub lic class  B u lkL oa d  
{ 
    pub lic  s tat ic final  S tr ing  CS V _U R L  =  ". ./me asu re sA 1G B.csv";  
 
    /**  D e fa u lt  ou tpu t  d irec tor y  * /  
    pub lic  s tat ic final  S tr ing  D E FA U L T _O U T PU T_D IR =  ". /da ta "; 
 
    /**  K e yspace  na me * /  
    pub lic  s tat ic final  S tr ing  K E Y S PA C E  =  "quo te";  
    /**  T a b le  na me  * /  
    pub lic  s tat ic final  S tr ing  T A B L E  =  "m ea sure sA ";  
 
    /**  
     *  S chem a fo r bu lk  loa d ing  tab le.  
     *  It  is  importan t  no t  to  fo rget  add ing keyspa ce name  be fo re  tab le nam e,  
     *  o therw ise  C Q L SS T ab leW r ite r th row s exce p tion .  
     * / 
    pub lic  s tat ic final  S tr ing  SC H E M A  =  S tring. fo r ma t( "C R E A T E  T A BL E  % s.% s ("  +  
                                                          "m in t , "  +  
                                                          "s  int ,  "  + 
                                                          "b t D oub le , " +  
                                                          "et  D oub le,  "  + 
                                                          "mv  D oub le , "  +  
                                                          "PR IM A RY  K E Y  ((m ,s , b t),m v)  "  +  
                                                          ") " ,  K E Y S P A CE ,  T A B L E );  
 
    /**  
     *  IN SE R T  s tatem en t to  bu lk  loa d.  
     *  It  is  l ike p repa red  s ta tem en t. Y ou  fi l l in  p lac e ho lder  f or  e ach  data.  
     * / 
    pub lic  s tat ic final  S tr ing  IN S E RT _S T M T =  S tr ing . fo rm at("IN SE R T  IN T O  % s.% s ( "  +  
                                                               "m,  s ,  b t , et ,  m v "  +  
                                                           ") V A L U E S  ( " +  
                                                               "?,  ?,  ?, ?,  ? "  +  
                                                           ")" ,  K E Y S P A CE ,  T A B L E );  
 
    pub lic  s tat ic vo id  ma in( String [] ar gs)  
    {  
         
        / /  C re ate ou tpu t  d irec to r y  that  ha s  keyspac e and  tab le nam e in the  pa th 
        F ile ou tputD ir = new  File(D E FA U L T _O U T PU T _D IR  + File.se para to r +  K E Y S PA C E  + File .se pa rato r +  T A B L E );  
        i f (!ou tpu tD ir .ex is ts () &&  ! outpu tD ir.mkd irs ())  
        {  
            th row  ne w  R un timeE xc ep tio n( "Ca nno t  cre ate outpu t  d ire cto ry : "  + outpu tD ir);  
        }  
 
        / /  P repa re SS T ab le w ri te r 
        C Q L SS T ab leW rite r.Bu ilde r bu ilder =  C Q L SS T ab leW rite r.b uilder( );  
        / /  se t outpu t  d ire cto ry  
        bu i lde r. inD ire cto ry (ou tpu tD ir ) 
               //  se t target  schem a 
               .fo rT a b le (S CH E M A )  
               //  se t C Q L s tatem en t to  pu t  da ta  
               .u s ing ( IN SE R T _S TM T )  
               //  se t par ti t ione r i f neede d  
               //  d efau lt  is  M urm ur3Pa rt i t ioner  so  se t  i f you  u se  d iffe re nt  one . 
               .w ithP ar ti t ione r(ne w  M urm ur3P art i t ioner ()) ; 
        C Q L SS T ab leW rite r w ri te r =  bu ilder. bu ild ( );  

Crea tes SST ab les from  CS V fo r Cassandra  B ulk- loader   
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            t ry  ( 
                 Bu ffe redR ead er read er =  new  B uffered R eader ( new  Fi leRead er (CS V _U R L )) ; 
                 Cs vL ist Read er cs vR ead er  =  n ew  Cs vL is tRead er ( read er , C sv Preferen ce .ST A N D AR D _ PR E FE RE N C E )  
            )  
            {  
                 
 
                // W rite  to  SST ab le  w hi le  rea din g  d a ta  
                Li st< Str in g> li ne ; 
                int  lineN u m b er  = 0 ; 
                w h ile  (( lin e  = csv R ea der .read ( ) ) != n u ll) 
                { 
                     
                    ++ lin eN um b er;  
                    w r ite r .add R ow (  
                                  n ew  In teg er ( lin e.g e t(0) ) ,  
                                  n ew  In teg er ( lin e.g e t(1) ) ,  
                                  n ew  D o ub le( lin e .ge t(2 ) ),  
                                  n ew  D o ub le( lin e .ge t(3 ) ),  
                                  n ew  D o ub le( lin e .ge t(4 ) ) 
                                  ); 
                } 
            }  
            ca t ch ( In v a lid Req u es tE x cepti on  | IO E x cep tio n e )  
            {  
                e .p r in tStack T rac e( ) ; 
            }  
         
        try  
        { 
            w r it er .c lo se( ) ; 
        } 
        ca tch  ( IO E x cept ion  ig no re) { } 
    } 
} 

C rea tes SS Tab les f rom  CSV  fo r C assand ra Bu lk -loade r Con tinue 
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!

im po r t j ava .sq l.C on n ec tion ; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.D r iv erM an ag er;  
im po r t j ava .sq l.Prep ared St at emen t; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.R esu ltSe t; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.SQ LE x cept ion ; 
im po r t j ava .u til.Pro per ties ; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.* ; 
 
 
pu b lic  c lass  G et tin gSt arted _ D B_ C  {  
     
    
    pu b lic  sta t ic  v o id  m ain (Str in g[ ]  a rg s)  th ro w s S Q LE x cep tio n {  
 !!!  
     Co nn ec tio n  c on n =  D ri verM an ager .ge tC o nn ec tio n (d b U RL , pro per ties );  
         
     //th e  se lec tiv e  qu er ies.  
 S tr in g s ql = " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  m v> 2.5  A N D  mv <3  ";  
 //S t rin g  sq l =  "SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 2 A N D  m v <7  "; 
 //S t rin g  sq l =  "SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 15 .6  A N D  mv <1 5 .7  " ;  
 //S t rin g  sq l =  "SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 15 .53  A N D  m v <1 5.8 1 " ;  
 //S t rin g  sq l =  "SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 15 .75  A N D  m v <1 6.2  ";  
 //S t rin g  sq l =  "SE L E CT   *   F R O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 0 A N D  m v <1 6 .1 6  ";  
 //S t rin g  sq l =  "SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 0 A N D  m v <1 6 .7 2  ";   
  
        //th is  to st op  cachi ng  fro m  c l ient s ide  as  an  ext ra ! Preca uti on  
        S t rin g  sq l1 =  " a lte r  sy stem  se t \" resu lt_ cache_ m ax_ si ze\" =0  " ; 
        Prep ared St a tem en t p reS ta tem ent1  = co nn .p rep areSta tem en t(sq l1) ;  
    p reSta tem en t1.ex ecu teQ uery () ; 
 
    // c rea tin g  Prepared Sta tem en t ob jec t to  ex ecu te  qu ery 
        in t co un t = 0;  
        d ou b le  sta r tT im e = Sy stem .cu rren tT im eM illis( ) ; 
  Prep aredS ta tem ent p reSta tem en t = con n .prep areSt a tem ent (sq l) ;  
  R esu ltSe t  resu lts  = p reSt a temen t.ex ecut eQ uery( ) ;  
       !S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "i g ot th e  resu lts \n " ); 
        
     
    w h ile ( res ult s.n ext( ) ) {  
        + +co un t; 
    } 
    d ou bl e en d Ti me =  Sys tem .cu r rentT im eM illi s( ) ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "T h at to ok  "  +  (en d Tim e -  sta r tT im e) +  " m illis econ d s") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "T h at to ok  " + ((en d Ti me -  sta r tT im e) /10 0 0.0 00 0 ) + " seco n ds  ") ; 
         
 
         
        if  (cou n t = = 0 ) {  
            S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "N o  reco rds  fo u nd " ); 
        } 
        e ls e S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "n um b er  o f  reco rd s  fo u nd  : " +  co un t) ; 
         
       co n n.c lo se( ) ; 
         
    } 
     
     
} 

DB-C A PI Fo r Q 2  

  //U R L o f d a tab ase  s erv er  
        S tr ing  d bU R L =  "jd b c :orac le :th in :@ ab d -H P-E liteO n e-8 0 0-G 1 -A iO :1 5 21 :o rc l" ; 
         // S tr in g db U R L  =  "jd b c :o rac le :o c i:@ o rc l" ; 
   Prop er ties p rop er ties =  n ew  Prop er ties( ) ; 
   p ro p er ties .pu t( "u ser" , " sy s as s ys db a ! ) ; 
        p ro per ties.p u t( "p ass w ord ", "o rac le" );  
        / /th is red u ces rou n d tr ip s to  the  d a ta b ase  b y fet chi ng  mu ltib le  row s  of  d a ta  each      tim e  d a ta  is fe tch ed  
        / /th e ex tra  da ta  i s sto red  in  c lient- s id e b u ffe r  fo r  la te r acces s b y th e  c lin et   
        / /pre fe tch in g fea tu re  is rea lly  fas te r  s in ce  it le t th e  d a ta  read y b efo re  th e  q uery  
        p ro per ties.p u t( "d efau ltR o w Prefe tc h" , " 1 00 0 0" ) ; 



@%"
"

 

  

!

im po r t j ava .sq l.C on n ec tion ; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.D r iv erM an ag er;  
im po r t j ava .sq l.Prep ared St at emen t; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.R esu ltSe t; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.SQ LE x cept ion ; 
im po r t j ava .u til.Pro per ties ; 
im po r t j ava .sq l.* ; 
 
pu b lic  c lass  G et tin gSt arted _ D B -O  { 
     
 
    pu b lic  sta t ic  v o id  m ain (Str in g[ ]  a rg s)  th ro w s S Q LE x cep tio n {  
        
 
        C on n ec tion  co nn  = D r iv erM an ager .g et Co n nec t ion (db U R L, p rop ert ies) ;  
        
          //th e  se lec tiv e  qu er ies.  
          //S tr in g  s q l = "S E LE C T  *   F RO M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v >2 .5  A N D  m v <3  " ;  
          //S tr in g  s q l = "S E LE C T  *   F RO M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v >2  A N D  mv <7 " ;  
          //S tr in g  s q l = "S E LE C T  *   F RO M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v >1 5.6  A N D  m v< 15 .7 " ;  
          //S tr in g  s q l = "S E LE C T  *   F RO M  m easu resA  W H E R E  m v >1 5.5 3 A N D  m v <1 5.8 1 " ; 
     //S tri ng  sq l =" SE LE C T   *   FRO M  meas u res A  W H E R E  m v >1 5 .7 5  AN D  mv <1 6 .2  " ;  
          //S tr in g  s q l = "S E LE C T  *   F RO M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v >0  A N D  mv <1 6 .1 6 ";  
          S tr in g s ql = "SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 0 A N D  m v <1 6.7 2 "; 
          S tr in g s ql1  =" res e t qu ery cach e" ; 
          S tr in g s ql2  = " flu sh  qu ery cach e";  
   
          Prepared Sta tem en t preSt a temen t1  = con n .p rep areS ta tem ent (s ql1 ) ;  
          preSt a tem en t1 .execu teQ u ery( ) ; 
          preSt a tem en t1 .c los e() ; 
          Prepared S ta tem en t preSt a temen t2  = con n .p rep areS ta tem ent (s ql2 ) ;  
          preSt a tem en t2 .execu teQ u ery( ) ; 
          preSt a tem en t2 .c los e() ; 
 
    // c rea tin g  Prepared Sta tem en t ob jec t to  ex ecu te  qu ery 
                int  co u nt  =  0 ; 
                do u ble  s ta r tT im e =  S yst em.cu r ren tT im eM illi s( );  
                Prepared Sta tem en t preSta t em en t = co nn .p rep areSta tem en t(s ql , 
                                                                       Res ult Se t.T Y PE _ FO R W A R D _ O N L Y ,  
                                                  Resu ltS et .CO N C U R_ R E A D _O N LY );  
   p reS ta tem ent.s e tFe tch Size( In teg er .M IN _V A LU E );   
   R es u ltSe t resu lts  =  preSta t em en t.execu teQ u ery( ) ;  
               Sy stem .ou t.p r int ln( " i go t th e resu lts  \n" ) ; 
        
     
    w h ile ( res ult s.n ext( ) ) {  
        + +co un t; 
    } 
    d ou bl e en d Ti me =  Sys tem .cu r rentT im eM illi s( ) ;  
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "T h at to ok  "  +  (en d Tim e -  sta r tT im e) +  " m illis econ d s") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "T h at to ok  " + ((en d Ti me -  sta r tT im e) /10 0 0.0 00 0 ) + " seco n ds  ") ; 
         
 
         
        if  (cou n t = = 0 ) {  
            S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "N o  reco rds  fo u nd " ); 
        } 
        e ls e S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "n um b er  o f  reco rd s  fo u nd  : " +  co un t) ; 
         
        
     res ul ts.c lo se( );  
     preSt at emen t.c lo se( );  
     con n .c l ose( ) ; 
         
    } 
     
} 

DB-O  AP I F or  Q 2  

//U R L  o f  da ta bas e s e rv er  
S tr in g  d b U RL  = " jdb c :m ys q l://lo ca lh os t:3 30 6 /qu o te"; 
Prop er ties p rop er ties =  n ew  Pro per ties () ; 
p ro p er ti es.pu t( "u s er" , !ro ot" ) ; 

p ro p er ti es.pu t( "p as sw o rd " , ! roo t" ) ; 



@M"
"

 

  

!

im po r t c om .da ta stax .d r iv er.co re.* ; 
 
 
 
 
pu b lic  c lass  G et tin gSt arted  { 
     
     
     
     
    pu b lic  sta t ic  v o id  m ain (Str in g[ ]  a rg s)  { 
         
         
        C lu ste r  c lus te r ; 
        Ses sio n  sess ion ; 
 
    // C on nec t  t o th e  c lus te r  an d  key sp ace  " b ench "  
    c lu ste r  =  C lus te r.b u ild er( ) .ad d Co n tac tPo in t( "1 27 .0.0 .1" ) .b u ild () ; 
    c lu ste r .ge t Co nf ig u ra ti on ( ).g e tSo cket O pti on s( ) .se tC on n ec tT im eo u tM illis (1 0 00 0 00 ) ; 
    c lu ste r .ge t Co nf ig u ra ti on ( ).g e tSo cket O pti on s( ) .se tR eadT im eo utM i llis(1 00 0 00 0 00 ) ; 
    ses sio n =  c lus te r.co n nec t( " qu o te") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("C o nn ec tio n  to  se rv er  su ces sfull y" );  
 
    S tr in g [ ]  Q uery =  new  St ri ng  []  {" SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu resA  W H ER E  m v> 2.5  A N D  mv <3  A L L O W  FIL T E R IN G ;", 
         " SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 2 A N D  m v <7  A LL O W  FIL T E RIN G ;" , 
         " SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 15 .6 A N D  m v <1 5 .7  A L LO W  F IL T E R IN G ; ", 
         " SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 15 .53  A N D  m v< 1 5.8 1 A L L O W  F IL T E R IN G; ", 
         " SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 15 .75  A N D  m v< 1 6.2  A LL O W  FIL TE R IN G ;" , 
         " SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 0 A N D  m v <1 6.1 6  A L L O W  FILT E R IN G ;", 
         " SE L E CT   *   FR O M  m easu resA  W H E RE  m v> 0 A N D  m v <1 6.7 2  A L L O W  FILT E R IN G ;"} ; 
 
 
    for  (  i nt i =  0 ; i <  7  ;  i ++)  { 
    in t cou n t =  0; 
    d ou bl e s ta r tT im e =  Sys tem .c ur rentT im eM ill is( ) ;  
    Res ul tSe t resu lts =  s ess ion .execu te(Q u ery [ i] );  
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("\ n i g ot th e  resu lts \n " ); 
        
     
    for  (Ro w  ro w  : res u lts)  { 
        + +co un t; 
    //S yst em .o ut .fo rmat(" % s  % s\n " , row .g e tS t ri ng ( "s ") ,  ro w .ge t S tr in g(" mv ")) ; 
     //Sy stem .ou t.fo rm at(" % d   % f\n " , ro w .g e t In t("s ") ,  ro w .g e tD ou b le("m v ")) ; 
    } 
    d ou bl e en d Ti me =  Sys tem .cu r rentT im eM illi s( ) ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("Q "+ i+"  too k  "  +  (end T im e - s ta r tT im e)  + "  mi lliseco n ds ") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("Q "+ i+"  too k  " + ( (end T im e - s ta rt Ti me) /1 0 00 .00 0 0)  +"  secon d s " ) ; 
     
         
        // C lean  u p  th e  co nn ec tio n  b y c lo s ing  it 
        //c l us te r.c lo se( ) ; 
         
        if  (cou n t = = 0 ) {  
            S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ("N o  reco rds  fo u nd " ); 
        } 
        e ls e S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ("n um b er  o f  reco rd s  fo u nd  : " +  co un t) ; 
        Sy stem .o ut .p r in tln (" \n ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** \n ") ; 
        
    } //en d  o f  fo r -lo o p  o n e  
 
 c lu ste r .c los e() ; 
 sess io n.c lo se( ) ; 
         
    } 
     
 
     
} 

CA,C A-SH  AP I F or  Q 2  
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  im po r t c om .da ta stax .d r iv er.co re.* ; 
 
 
 
 
pu b lic  c lass  G et tin gSt arted _ w eak  {  
     
     
     
     
    pu b lic  sta t ic  v o id  m ain (Str in g[ ]  a rg s)  { 
         
         
        C lu ste r  c lus te r ; 
        Ses sio n  sess ion ; 
 
    c lu ste r  =  C lus te r.b u ild er( ) .ad d Co n tac tPo in t( "1 27 .0.0 .1" ) .wi th Q ueryO p ti on s(n ew                
 Q u ery O p tio ns ( ).s etC o ns isten cy Lev el(C on si sten cyL ev el.O N E )) .b u ild () ; 
 
    c lu ste r .ge t Co nf ig u ra ti on ( ).g e tSo cket O pti on s( ) .se tC on n ec tT im eo u tM illis (1 0 00 0 00 ) ; 
    c lu ste r .ge t Co nf ig u ra ti on ( ).g e tSo cket O pti on s( ) .se tR eadT im eo utM i llis( 1 00 0 00 0 00 ) ; 
    ses sio n =  c lus te r.co n nec t( " qu o te") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("C o nn ec tio n  to  se rv er  su ces sfull y" );  
 
    S tr in g [ ]  Q uery =  new  St ri ng  []  {" SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu resA  W H ER E  m v> 2.5  A N D  mv <3  A L L O W  FIL T E R IN G ;", 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >2  A N D  m v< 7 A L L O W  FIL TE R IN G ;" , 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >1 5 .6  A N D  m v< 15 .7  A LL O W  FIL T ER IN G ;" , 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >1 5 .5 3  A N D  mv <1 5 .81  A L L O W  FIL T E RIN G ;" , 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >1 5 .7 5  A N D  mv <1 6 .2 A L L O W  FILT E R IN G ;", 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >0  A N D  m v< 16 .16  A L L O W  F IL T E R IN G ; ", 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >0  A N D  m v< 16 .72  A L L O W  F IL T E R IN G ; "} ; 
 
 
    for  (  i nt i =  0 ; i <  7  ;  i ++)  { 
    in t cou n t =  0; 
    d ou bl e s ta r tT im e =  Sys tem .c ur rentT im eM ill is( ) ;  
    Res ul tSe t resu lts =  s ess ion .execu te(Q u ery [ i] );  
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("\ n i g ot th e  resu lts \n " ); 
        
     
    for  (Ro w  ro w  : res u lts)  { 
        + +co un t; 
    } 
    d ou bl e en d Ti me =  Sys tem .cu r rentT im eM illi s( ) ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("Q "+ i+"  too k  "  +  (end T im e - s ta r tT im e)  + "  mi lliseco n ds ") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ("Q "+ i+"  too k  " + ( (end T im e - s ta rt Ti me) /1 0 00 .00 0 0)  +"  secon d s " ) ; 
 
         
        if  (cou n t = = 0 ) {  
            S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ("N o  reco rds  fo u nd " ); 
        } 
        e ls e S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ("n um b er  o f  reco rd s  fo u nd  : " +  co un t) ; 
        Sy stem .o ut .p r in tln (" \n ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** \n ") ; 
        
    } //en d  o f  fo r -lo o p  o n e  
 
     // Clean  u p th e  con n ec t ion  b y c lo sin g it 
 c lu ste r .c los e() ; 
 sess io n.c lo se( ) ; 
         
    } 
     
 
     
} 

CA -SH-R3-W  API Fo r Q 2  
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im po r t c om .da ta stax .d r iv er.co re.* ; 
 
 
 
 
pu b lic  c lass  G et tin gSt arted _ stro ng  { 
     
     
     
     
    pu b lic  sta t ic  v o id  m ain (Str in g[ ]  a rg s)  { 
         
         
        C lu ste r  c lus te r ; 
        Ses sio n  sess ion ; 
 
    c lu ste r  = C lus te r.b u ild er( ) .ad d Co n tac tPo in t( "1 27 .0.0 .1" ) .wi th Q ueryO p ti on s( n ew         
 Q u ery O p tio ns ( ).s etC o ns isten cy Lev el(C on si sten cyL ev el.A L L)) .bu ild ( ) ;  
    c lu ste r .ge t Co nf ig u ra ti on ( ).g e tSo cket O pti on s( ) .se tC on n ec tT im eo u tM illis (1 0 00 0 00 ) ; 
    c lu ste r .ge t Co nf ig u ra ti on ( ).g e tSo cket O pti on s( ) .se tR eadT im eo utM i llis( 1 00 0 00 0 00 ) ; 
    ses sio n =  c lus te r.co n nec t( " qu o te") ;  
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "C o nn ectio n  to  serv er  su ces sfull y" );  
 
    S tr in g [ ]  Q uery =  new  St ri ng  []  {" SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu resA  W H ER E  m v> 2.5  A N D  mv <3  A L L O W  FIL T E R IN G ;", 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >2  A N D  m v< 7 A L L O W  FIL TE R IN G ;" , 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >1 5 .6  A N D  m v< 15 .7  A LL O W  FIL T ER IN G ;" , 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >1 5 .5 3  A N D  mv <1 5 .81  A L L O W  FIL T E RIN G ;" , 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >1 5 .7 5  A N D  mv <1 6 .2 A L L O W  FILT E R IN G ;", 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >0  A N D  m v< 16 .16  A L L O W  F IL T E R IN G ; ", 
          " SE L E CT   *  FR O M  m easu res A  W H E R E  mv >0  A N D  m v< 16 .72  A L L O W  F IL T E R IN G ; "} ; 
 
 
    for  (  i nt i =  0 ; i <  7  ;  i ++)  { 
    in t cou n t =  0; 
    d ou bl e s ta r tT im e =  Sys tem .c ur rentT im eM ill is( ) ;  
    Res ul tSe t resu lts =  s ess ion .execu te(Q u ery [ i] );  
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "\ n i g ot th e  resu lts \n " ); 
        
     
    for  (Ro w  ro w  : res u lts)  { 
        + +co un t; 
      } 
 
    d ou bl e en d Ti me =  Sys tem .cu r rentT im eM illi s( ) ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "Q "+ i+"  too k  "  + (end T im e - s ta r tT im e)  + "  mi lliseco n ds ") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "Q "+ i+"  too k  " + ( (end T im e - s ta rt Ti me) /1 0 00 .00 0 0)  +"  secon d s " ) ; 
     
         
       
 
         
        if  (cou n t = = 0 ) {  
            S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "N o  reco rds  fo u nd " ); 
        } 
        e ls e S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "n um b er  o f  reco rd s  fo u nd  : " +  co un t) ; 
        Sy stem .o ut .p r in tln (" \n ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** * ** * ** ** * ** * ** ** * ** \n ") ; 
        
    } //en d  o f  fo r -lo o p  o n e  
      
 
     // Clean  u p th e  c on n ec t ion  b y c lo sin g it 
 c lu ste r .c los e() ; 
 sess io n.c lo se( ) ; 
         
    } 
     
} 
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im po r t red is.c lien ts .j edis .Jed is; 
im po r t j ava .u til.* ; 
 
pu b lic  c lass  G et tin gSt arted _ Red is {  
   p ub lic  st a tic  vo id  main (Str in g[ ]  a rg s)  { 
      //Co n nec tin g  to R edis  server  on  lo ca lh os t  
      Jedi s jed is = n ew  Jed is(" loca lh o st" ,63 7 9, 3 00 00 0 00 0 ); 
      Sys tem .o u t.pr in tln ( "C on n ection  to  server  su cess fu lly ") ; 
      int co u nt = 0 ; 
      d o ub le  st a rt Tim e = S yst em.cu r ren tT im eM illis ( );  
      //chan g e  the  v a lu e o f  t he  s e lec tiv ity h ere  
      Se t<St rin g > se t  =  jedi s.z ran g eBy Sco re( " mv " , " (0"  ,"(1 6.7 2 ") ; 
 
     fo r  (S tr ing  s : se t)  { 
          ++c ou nt ; 
         } 
    d ou bl e en d Ti me =  Sys tem .cu r rentT im eM illi s( ) ;  
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "T h at to ok  "  +  (en d Tim e -  sta r tT im e) +  " m illis econ d s") ; 
    Sy stem .ou t.p r intln ( "T h at to ok  " + ((en d Ti me -  sta r tT im e) /10 0 0.0 00 0 ) + " seco n ds  ") ; 
         
 
         
        if  (cou n t = = 0 ) {  
            S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "N o  reco rds  fo u nd " ); 
        } 
        e ls e S ys tem.o u t.pr in tln ( "n um b er  o f  reco rd s  fo u nd  : " +  co un t) ; 
 }  
} 

R ed is   API F or Q 2  
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import redis.clients.jedis.Jedis; 
import java.util.*; 
public class GettingStarted_Redis_cluster { 
   public static void main(String[] args) { 
      //Connecting to Redis server on localhost node where the mv key store 
      Jedis jedis = new Jedis("localhost",7003, 300000000); 
      System.out.println("Connection to server sucessfully"); 
      int count = 0; 
      double startTime = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
      //change the value of the selectivity here 
      Set<String> set = jedis.zrangeByScore("mv", "(0" ,"(16.72"); 
 
     for (String s : set) { 
          ++count; 
         } 
    double endTime = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
    System.out.println("That took " + (endTime - startTime) + " milliseconds"); 
    System.out.println("That took "+ ((endTime - startTime)/1000.0000) +" seconds "); 
         
 
         
        if (count == 0) { 
            System.out.println("No records found"); 
        } 
        else System.out.println("number of records found : " + count); 
 } 
} 

Redis-SH API For Q2 
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Performance of Cassandra SSTable Loader V.S Copy Command 
 
 

"

Fig1: SSTable loader VS Copy Command for Cassandra in single node CA 

 
DataSet Size SSTable Loader Copy Command 

1 GB 3.77 7.98 

2 GB 6.98 14.91 

4 GB 13.58 29.56 

6 GB 27.02 44.26 
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Fig2: SSTable loader VS Copy Command for Cassandra in partition mode CA-SH 

 

 
DataSet Size SSTable Loader Copy Command 

1 GB 2.99 11.09 

2 GB 6.17 21.28 

4 GB 10.44 43.23 

6 GB 17.75 87.14 
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Fig3: Executing Q2 of CA-SH in SSTable Loader Data VS Copy Command for 4 GB data 

 

 

 

 
Selectivity 0.3%" 3%" 8%" 15%" 25%" 64%"

SSTable 
Loader 

199.6 168.6 174.1 191.0 229.4 350.7 

Copy 
Command 

313.9 277.8 252.7 261.6 287.0 433.9 
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Fig4: Executing Q3 of CA-SH in SSTable Loader Data VS Copy Command for 4 GB data 

 

 
Selectivity 0.3%" 3%" 8%" 15%" 25%" 64%"

SSTable 
Loader 

126.7 153.4 180.0 215.2 273.5 520.7 

Copy 
Command 

288.4 292.2 311.9 319.1 343.3 568.4 

8+'34"$Y"XJ4,>)<06"V#"19":&CK["<0"KK8+'34";1+54*"G+)+"\K":1IH":177+05"91*"$"ZE"5+)+"
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Redis bulk loading Issues 
 
As we can see from bulk loading experiments section, that both Redis & Redis-SH has not bulk 

loaded for 6GB of datasets,  and for Redis-SH only the data structure part which is related for 

Q2&Q3 has been uploaded only. That because the machine which is running the experimental 

servers has been limited memory to 16GB of RAM, and as we can see from following data, that 

Redis need more RAM to accommodate the data. Therefore, tries had been conducted to bulk loaded 

each data structure separately, and comparison has been conducted to see if there and performance 

different between uploaded the both data structure (Hash & Sorted Sets) or only one of them, for 

only 1GB &2GB of datasets.  The results has been found that no different at all in the queries 

execution time when both data structure uploaded, or one of them. 

 

 

"
"#$#%&$!'()&! *+$,!"#$#!

-./0!%()&1!
*+$,!2#$#!
'$345$43&!
-"6%7!%()&1!

"#$#!8+3!9:!
-./01!

"#$#!8+3!9:!
-"6%7!%()&1!

"#$#!8+3!9;<!
9=!-./0!
%()&1!

"#$#!8+3!9;<!
9=!-"6%7!
%()&1!

:!>*! ?@AB!>*! =@;!>*! =@??!>*! ;<;!>*! =@=C!>*! :!>*!

;!>*! :=@B;!>*! ?@=!>*! D@:;!>*! E@=!>*! ?@EC!>*! ;!>*!!

E!>*! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! :E@:C!>*! H@?!>*! :;@?B!>*! E!>*!

?!>*! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($!

Table 1: RAM and Disk size which been allocated for Rides single node 

"

"
%()&!+8!
I&I3(&'!4'&2!

*+$,!"#$#!
-./01!

J+$,!2#$#!
-"6%71!

"#$#!8+3!9:!
-./01!

"#$#!8+3!9:!
-"6%71!

"#$#!8+3!9;<!
9=!-./01!

"#$#!8+3!9;<!
9=!-"6%71!

:!>*! A@::E!>*! =@;B=!>*! F+$!
K#L54L#$&2!

F+$!
K#L54L#$&2!

F+$!
K#L54L#$&2!

F+$!
K#L54L#$&2!

;!>*! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! ::@:;!>*! E@=;H!>*! ?@ECB!>*! ;>*!

E!>*! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! :;@?BB!>*! E>*!

?!>*! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($! F+$!G($!

Table 2: RAM and Disk sizes which has been allocated for cluster of nodes 
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What has been added for Cassandra and Redis command lines. 
 
Unfortunately Cassandra Query Language shell (CQLsh) has not supported printing execution time 

for the queries, therefore, CQLsh code which is written in python has been analyzed, and printing 

executing time feature has been added as following: 

 

Redis has Redis-cli command shell to performs the commands, this shell unfortunately printing the 

execution time only for slow queries which took long time to get the reply, moreover, the piping 

(mass insertion) also not printing the time of bulk loading, while we have most of our query were 

super fast, and our bulk loading time is valuable, therefore, as what has been done in Cassandra, 

Redis-cli shell code in C has been analyzed,  and feature of printing the execution time has been 

added. 

# ABD added this to start calculating time in cqlsh code 
timestart = time.time() 
self.perform_statement(statement) #this already there 
# ABD added this to get the time has been taken by the query in cqlsh code 
timeend = time.time() 
# ABD added this to printing time in cqlsh code 
print "ABD its took %s." % (describe_interval(timeend - timestart)) 

// in Bulk import (pipe) mode function in redis-cli 
 long long start = ustime(); //ABD added this to calculate the time in top of the function 
 
redisReaderFree(reader); //already there 
    printf("errors: %lld, replies: %lld\n", errors, replies); //already there 
    //ABD added this to calculate and print the time after the databse reply  
  printf("\n--------ABD: The Request accomplished in: %.5f seconds--------\n",(float)(ustime()-
start)/1000000); 
    if (errors) //already there 
        exit(1); //already there 
    else         //already there 
        exit(0);  //already there 
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/*to print execution time do the following 
got to redis.conf file and change slowlog-log-slower-than value to zero 
his may not working 
for that reason we will add our own time calculator in redis-cli.c 
when ever i added the needed, i comment it with 'ABD' 
in particular, i add this feature in issueCommandRepeat() and pipeMode() functions 
after adding the timing features, run #make all" under src file */ 
 
static int issueCommandRepeat(int argc, char **argv, long repeat) { 
   long long start = ustime(); //ABD added this to calculate the time 
    while (1) { 
        config.cluster_reissue_command = 0; 
        if (cliSendCommand(argc,argv,repeat) != REDIS_OK) { 
            cliConnect(1); 
 
            /* If we still cannot send the command print error. 
             * We'll try to reconnect the next time. */ 
            if (cliSendCommand(argc,argv,repeat) != REDIS_OK) { 
                cliPrintContextError(); 
                return REDIS_ERR;                                                                                                                          
            } 
         } 
         /* Issue the command again if we got redirected in cluster mode */ 
         if (config.cluster_mode && config.cluster_reissue_command) { 
            cliConnect(1); 
         } else { 
             break; 
        } 
    } 
    //ABD added this to calculate and print the time 
    printf("\n--------ABD: The Request accomplished in: %.5f seconds--------\n",(float)(ustime()-start)/1000000); 
    return REDIS_OK;  // already there 
} 

//this code already exist 
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Databases size after bulk loading 
 

"
Fig 1: Size of Data Bases with no index in GB 

 
 

 
 
 
DB \ DataSets 1GB 2GB 4GB 6GB 

DB-C ;@E?! =@;E! E@DA! ?@=E!

DB-O :@:?! ;@;E! E@E;! ?@BA!

CA Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH-R3-W Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

CA-SH-R3-S Not apply Not apply Not apply Not apply 

Redis =@;M! ?@=M! :;@?M! Not apply 

Redis-SH =@;BM! ?@==M! Not apply** Not apply 

8+'34".Y"K<c4"19"G+)+"E+(4("2<)L"01"<054J"<0"ZE"
"

*For Redis, & Redis-SH, only size of RDB file has been taken, since AOF file has been disabled.   
** For Redis-SH at 4GB, only database size  for data structure of Q2 & Q3 has been taken,  since the 
limitation of RAM couldn't help to upload all data or only data for Q1.  
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Fig 2: Size of Databases with sensor key index in GB 

 

 
DB \ DataSets 1GB 2GB 4GB 6GB 

DB-C =@C=! E@=E! ?@A;! A@BE!

DB-O :@CE! ;@C:! =@A?! B@AC!

CA :@E;! =@CC! B@HC! H@?E!

CA-SH :@E;! =@CC! B@HC! H@?E!

CA-SH-R3-W E@A;! A@B:! :H@D;! ;H@=C!

CA-SH-R3-S E@A;! A@B;! :H@D;! ;H@EC!

Redis =@;M! ?@=M! :;@?M! Not apply 

Redis-SH =@;BM! ?@==M! Not apply** Not apply 
8+'34"!Y"K<c4"19"G+)+"E+(4("2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"<0"ZE"

"
*For Redis, & Redis-SH, only size of RDB file has been taken, since AOF file has been disabled.   
** For Redis-SH at 4GB, only database size for data structure of Q2 & Q3 has been taken, since the limitation 
of RAM couldn't help to upload all data or only data for Q1.  
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Fig 3: Size of Data Bases with sensor and measured value key indexes in GB 

 
 
 

 
DB \ Datasets 1GB 2GB 4GB 6GB 

DB-C =@EE! B@:B! H@BD! :;@DH!

DB-O :@?;! =@:;! ?@:?! A@:H!

CA :@?E! =@:D! ?@;=! A@E?!

CA-SH :@?E! =@:?! ?@;E! A@EE!

CA-SH-R3-W E@A:! A@BC! :H@?H! ;H@EE!

CA-SH-R3-S E@A;! A@B;! :H@D;! ;H@=?!

Redis =@;M! ?@=M! :;@?M! Not apply 

Redis-SH =@;BM! ?@==M! Not apply** Not apply 
8+'34"#Y"K<c4"19"G+)+"E+(4("2<)L"(40(1*"+05"74+(>*45"A+3>4"/4H"<054J4("<0"ZE"

 
*For Redis, & Redis-SH, only size of RDB file has been taken, since AOF file has been disabled.   
** For Redis-SH at 4GB, only database size for data structure of Q2 & Q3 has been taken, since the limitation 
of RAM couldn't help to upload all data or only data for Q1.  
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The Data results of bulk loading 
 

 
DB \ Data Set 1 GB 2 GB 4 GB 6 GB 

DB-C :@?CDC! =@CBEC! ?@:D:C! A@::DC!

DB-O ;@CEHC! ?@A=BC! :?@=:?C! ;D@E;:C!

Redis =@D;BC! D@EECC! :E@C:AC! Not apply 

Redis-SH =@E==C! D@EECC! Not apply Not apply 

Table 1: Performance of bulk loading without indexing (in minutes) 
 
 

 
DB \ Data Set 1 GB 2 GB 4 GB 6 GB 

DB-C B@EB;C! :C@BEAC! ;:@E:EC! =B@C:BB!

DB-O B@A;HC! ::@AEDC! ;?@DDEC! EB@CDAC!

CA D@AH:A! :E@A::E! ;A@B?==! EE@;BAC!

CA-SH ;@AH?C! ?@:D:C! :C@EECC! :D@DE?C!

CA-SH-R3-W =@AB=C! D@AH;C! :E@:;EC! ;;@DD:C!

CA-SH-R3-S =@AB:C! ?@HAHC! :=@H;CC! ;C@CBCC!

Redis =@D;BC! D@EECC! :E@C:AC! Not apply 

Redis-SH =@E==C! D@EECC! Not apply Not apply 

8+'34"!Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"'>3/"31+5<06"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"S<0"7<0>)4(T"
"

 
DB \ Data Set 1 GB 2 GB 4 GB 6 GB 

DB-C H@=BEC! :?@E=CB! ==@?=HC! BB@;DHC!

DB-O H@;EEC! :?@;CEC! =B@;=DC! ?E@EC:C!

CA :;@A::C! ;B@DDBC! BC@ABDC! DA@EE=C!

CA-SH D@E?=C! :B@B?CC! ==@:=CC! ?;@CCCC!

CA-SH-R3-W :H@=C=C! =A@=BCC! H=@?A=C! ;CC@A:AC!

CA-SH-R3-S :H@?CEC! =A@;DDC! HB@HDHC! :AB@H;:C!

Redis =@D;BC! D@EECC! :E@C:AC! Not apply 

Redis-SH =@E==C! D@EECC! Not apply Not apply 
8+'34"#Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"'>3/"31+5<06"2<)L"(40(1*"+05"7A"<054J4("S<0"7<0>)4(T"
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The Data results of Q1 
 

DB \ Data Set 1 GB 2 GB 4 GB 6 GB 

DB-C C@=ACC! C@?;CC! :@:BCC! :@?ECC!

DB-O B@?HCC! :C@A=CC! ;:@AHCC! =;@HECC!

Redis C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! Not apply 

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! Not apply Not apply 
8+'34"$Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V."2<)L1>)"<054J<06"S<0"(4,105(T"

 

 
DB \ Data Set 1 GB 2 GB 4 GB 6 GB 

DB-C C@C:CC! C@C:CC! C@C:CC! C@CC:C!

DB-O C@CC:C! C@CC:C! C@CC:C! C@CC:C!

CA C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@C=;C!

CA-SH C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@C=;C!

CA-SH-R3-W C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@C?EC!

CA-SH-R3-S C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@C?BC!

Redis C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! Not apply 

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! Not apply Not apply 
8+'34"%Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V."2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"S<0"(4,105(T"

"

 
DB \ Data Set 1 GB 2 GB 4 GB 6 GB 

DB-C C@C:CC! C@C:CC! C@C:CC! C@CC:C!

DB-O C@CC:C! C@C:CC! C@CBCC! C@;ACC!

CA C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@CCEC! C@CCEC!

CA-SH C@CCHC! C@C:?C! C@C=;C! C@C?BC!

CA-SH-R3-W C@C::C! C@C::C! C@C?BC! C@C?BC!

CA-SH-R3-S C@C::C! C@C::C! C@::BC! C@::BC!

Redis C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! Not apply 

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! Not apply Not apply 
8+'34"MY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V."2<)L"(40(1*"+05"7A"<054J4("S<0"(4,105(T"
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The Data results of Q2 

 

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.12% 1% 12% 29% 36% 81% 81% 

DB-C C@?=EC! C@?HHC! :@;:HC! ;@C??C! ;@=:=C! E@E?AC! E@EABC!

DB-O B@?ACC! B@ADBC! A@;?DC! :E@=;?C! :?@==:C! ;A@ACEC! ;A@H?BC!

Redis C@CA:C! C@;:EC! ;@EDAC! D@CEBC! A@ACDC! ;B@ABCC! ;B@DB;C!

Redis-SH C@CA:C! C@;:CC! ;@E?EC! ?@A?BC! A@BBDC! ;E@?;BC! ;B@B=;C!

8+'34"?Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*".ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.06% 0.6% 6% 15% 29% 49% 90% 

DB-C :@:DAC! :@;B;C! :@DD=C! ;@B:EC! =@DEHC! B@??HC! A@=H:C!

DB-O ::@CDCC! ::@=CEC! :E@?;HC! :A@?DAC! ;D@DDHC! =A@ECAC! ?=@?;AC!

Redis C@CA:C! C@;C?C! ;@EB:C! ?@AEHC! :H@DD;C! ;?@:=:C! DE@CBBC!

Redis-SH C@CACC! C@;CBC! ;@E=BC! ?@HE;C! :H@CCBC! ;B@B;AC! BB@C=AC!

8+'34"@Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*"!ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.03% 0.3% 3% 8% 15% 25% 64% 

DB-C ;@?:=C! ;@=E?C! ;@D?HC! =@B:?C! E@H:BC! ?@?C?C! :=@B?EC!

DB-O ;;@:==C! ;;@;=EC! ;B@BEHC! =C@?C=C! =H@D;=C! BC@;B=C! AB@H;EC!

Redis C@:D;C! C@;CAC! ;@EEHC! D@CB;C! :D@AHHC! ;B@A:EC! :?D@:BHC!

Redis-SH C@CACC! C@;C=C! ;@E==C! D@CADC! :H@::DC! ;B@HBEC! :DD@CCCC!

8+'34"BY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*"$ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.02% 0.2% 2% 5% 10% 17% 43% 

DB-C =@;CDC! =@;:DC! =@?A?C! E@B;?C! B@HBBC! D@BHAC! :E@E:?C!

DB-O =;@HECC! ==@::CC! =?@E=DC! E:@EHEC! EA@?CHC! ?:@:A;C! :C?@DEHC!

8+'34"@Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*"MZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
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DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.12% 1% 12% 29% 36% 81% 81% 

DB-C C@???C! C@D:DC! :@;=;C! ;@C;CC! ;@=CHC! E@E?CC! E@EHEC!

DB-O E@:?BC! E@E=AC! D@HDCC! :;@A?:C! :E@AE=C! ;H@E=:C! ;H@E=HC!

CA ;D@HDAC! ;H@D:CC! =:@?=EC! E:@HC=C! E?@;;=C! ?A@CE=C! ?A@;C;C!

CA-SH HB@HHEC! =?@?D?C! E;@B?;C! BD@C?;C! ?;@DBBC! AB@B:?C! AB@=D:C!

CA-SH-R3-W =B@CC;C! =E@:=:C! E=@=?EC! B?@ADCC! ?=@C=HC! AB@:DEC! AB@H;?C!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! :=D@CEAC! :;B@:EAC! :E=@AD?C! :BD@CDDC! ;;E@CAAC! ;;A@=;BC!

Redis C@CA:C! C@;:EC! ;@EDAC! D@CEBC! A@ACDC! ;B@ABCC! ;B@DB;C!

Redis-SH C@CA:C! C@;:CC! ;@E?EC! ?@A?BC! A@BBDC! ;E@?;BC! ;B@B=;C!

8+'34"BY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*".ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.06% 0.6% 6% 15% 29% 49% 90% 

DB-C :@:BEC! :@;::C! :@D;CC! ;@B==C! =@DE:C! B@?;DC! A@=CDC!

DB-O H@CD;C! H@=B=C! ::@H=:C! :?@A==C! ;B@;:;C! =?@DBHC! ?C@HEHC!

CA H;@BA:C! BH@CH=C! BD@;C?C! ?D@HBAC! HB@;D:C! :C?@C:BC! :ED@?CHC!

CA-SH 5#NO$!&P&54$&! HH@=?=C! DA@EBBC! AE@ACHC! ::A@HEBC! :EA@D=BC! ;::@H:EC!

CA-SH-R3-W :C=@?AEC! ::H@C;CC! ::E@:?:C! :;;@EHEC! :ED@A=EC! :H:@ACEC! ;B;@E?=C!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! =?C@AEEC! =:A@???C! ==A@H;;C! =?H@:E?C! EC;@:;=C! E==@DCAC!

Redis C@CA:C! C@;C?C! ;@EB:C! ?@AEHC! :H@DD;C! ;?@:=:C! DE@CBBC!

Redis-SH C@CACC! C@;CBC! ;@E=BC! ?@HE;C! :H@CCBC! ;B@B;AC! BB@C=AC!

8+'34".UY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*"!ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.03% 0.3% 3% 8% 15% 25% 64% 

DB-C ;@:EEC! ;@;:CC! ;@D=CC! =@BC;C! E@H=:C! ?@BHEC! :=@?C?C!

DB-O :B@HACC! :?@:H?C! :A@?DDC! ;E@HC?C! ==@:HBC! EE@?ABC! AC@DEDC!

CA =BD@=CDC! :C?@HE:C! AH@E=DC! :CH@D=;C! :;?@=CCC! :EH@:A:C! ;=C@;?;C!

CA-SH 5#NO$!&P&54$&! :AA@C?CC! :?H@?=?C! :DE@CB=C! :A:@CC?C! ;;A@=E?C! =BC@?AEC!

CA-SH-R3-W 5#NO$!&P&54$&! :H?@HBEC! :DD@C=HC! :A=@DEHC! ;:H@:H=C! ;?B@HEAC! E:?@D=BC!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! H;H@CA;C! ?H:@?HEC! ??;@=?EC! ?DE@EC=C! ?D=@HCHC! ?D;@:D=C!

Redis C@:D;C! C@;CAC! ;@EEHC! D@CB;C! :D@AHHC! ;B@A:EC! :?D@:BHC!

Redis-SH C@CACC! C@;C=C! ;@E==C! D@CADC! :H@::DC! ;B@HBEC! :DD@CCCC!

8+'34"..Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*"$ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"



.U%"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.02% 0.2% 2% 5% 10% 17% 43% 

DB-C =@=B?C! =@;HHC! =@DE?C! E@B;DC! B@H;AC! D@BE:C! :E@E;DC!

DB-O ;=@A::C! ;E@:H?C! ;D@?H;C! =;@H:DC! E:@:=CC! B;@??:C! AA@:=HC!

CA ;;B@==:C! :BC@C?;C! :=A@DHDC! :ED@:BDC! :?B@E:CC! :HH@;ABC! ;H;@ADDC!

CA-SH 5#NO$!&P&54$&! ;AC@DC?C! ;:D@H=EC! ;CB@EDDC! ;;E@HA?C! ;BD@C?EC! =DH@?EBC!

CA-SH-R3-W 5#NO$!&P&54$&! ;CB@C=AC! :HA@DEAC! ;C;@ABEC! ;=E@H:HC! ;?B@=ABC! =A;@?;:C!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! 5#NO$!&P&54$&! A?A@=?;C! A=H@;EEC! A?:@C;:C! :CCD@A;;C! :C?:@EBCC!

8+'34".!Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*"MZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.12% 1% 12% 29% 36% 81% 81% 

DB-C C@:D;C! C@;?;C! :@:BCC! ;@E?:C! ;@ADCC! ?@?DBC! H@HDCC!

DB-O C@CADC! C@H;HC! D@H?AC! :;@AD=C! :E@AEAC! ;H@E;?C! ;H@E=;C!

CA ;H@;HAC! ;B@H:?C! =;@BE?C! E=@D;CC! EH@:=EC! D;@BADC! D;@BH=C!

CA-SH HD@H:AC! ?A@DH?C! E=@HAEC! BH@:;DC! ??@;=DC! A?@H=BC! A?@DDEC!

CA-SH-R3-W E;@B??C! =H@?:;C! EE@?:AC! BH@?H;C! ?E@ECCC! AA@HC?C! AD@DB=C!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! :B=@?:AC! :==@:HEC! :BC@D:=C! :BD@BBDC! ;:;@A:=C! ;:D@EEAC!

Redis C@CA:C! C@;:EC! ;@EDAC! D@CEBC! A@ACDC! ;B@ABCC! ;B@DB;C!

Redis-SH C@CA:C! C@;:CC! ;@E?EC! ?@A?BC! A@BBDC! ;E@?;BC! ;B@B=;C!

8+'34".#Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"d"7A"<054J4("91*".ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.06% 0.6% 6% 15% 29% 49% 90% 

DB-C C@:A:C! C@=C?C! :@?EAC! B@==AC! D@CDDC! ::@CD?C! :;@ACCC!

DB-O C@CAAC! C@HECC! ?@C;=C! :?@A=DC! ;B@;=CC! =?@DBCC! ?C@AB;C!

CA B=@HA;C! B?@B:BC! BA@D;;C! DE@BEHC! AC@A;CC! :CA@AEDC! :B=@DA;C!

CA-SH 5#NO$!&P&54$&! H;@HAAC! DA@DEHC! AE@?ADC! ::A@DDEC! :BC@::;C! ;:C@EAEC!

CA-SH-R3-W AD@=BHC! AC@H:DC! HB@ACCC! :CC@;BCC! :;:@BA?C! :EA@=:=C! ;CD@HBHC!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! =A?@??CC! ==B@DC?C! =BC@AACC! =?;@HHDC! =HB@H:CC! E=H@HCAC!

Redis C@CA:C! C@;C?C! ;@EB:C! ?@AEHC! :H@DD;C! ;?@:=:C! DE@CBBC!

Redis-SH C@CACC! C@;CBC! ;@E=BC! ?@HE;C! :H@CCBC! ;B@B;AC! BB@C=AC!

8+'34".$Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"d"7A"<054J4("91*"!ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"



.UM"
"

"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.03% 0.3% 3% 8% 15% 25% 64% 

DB-C C@;E?C! C@=C:C! :@?E?C! ;@DDCC! B@;;BC! H@:EEC! :E@A=CC!

DB-O C@:CCC! C@HH:C! H@=BEC! :E@D?HC! ==@:BDC! EE@?DBC! AC@DEDC!

CA :??@HHAC! :?=@::CC! :EH@CCHC! :EB@HCDC! :BE@A:EC! :HD@;ADC! ;H=@;=DC!

CA-SH 5#NO$!&P&54$&! ;CC@HAEC! :BB@?DDC! :?C@B?=C! :A;@;:HC! ;=H@ECAC! =DC@HEBC!

CA-SH-R3-W 5#NO$!
&P&54$&!

;E=@?H?C! ;:=@AH;C! ;CB@BA;C! ;:=@:BBC! ;;D@?D:C! ==E@==HC!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! 5#NO$!&P&54$&! D:;@?C?C! ?AD@;;EC! D:A@B:AC! D;;@B=BC! D:E@=BCC!

Redis C@:D;C! C@;CAC! ;@EEHC! D@CB;C! :D@AHHC! ;B@A:EC! :?D@:BHC!

Redis-SH C@CACC! C@;C=C! ;@E==C! D@CADC! :H@::DC! ;B@HBEC! :DD@CCCC!

8+'34".%Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"d"7A"<054J4("91*"$ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.02% 0.2% 2% 5% 10% 17% 43% 

DB-C C@==:C! C@=C?C! :@?;CC! =@A;DC! E@;DEC! H@;;DC! :H@C::C!

DB-O C@:C=C! C@HA:C! H@;=HC! :B@?;CC! E:@CDBC! B;@?BEC! AA@C?;C!

CA :?B@BH?C! :BD@DDHC! :E=@;E:C! :BE@?D=C! :D;@E=;C! :AH@CDDC! ;A?@:B:C!

CA-SH 5#NO$!&P&54$&! ;EA@H;?C! ;CC@DHDC! ;CD@DB:C! ;CD@DB:C! ;BA@HC;C! =H;@BADC!

CA-SH-R3-W 5#NO$!&P&54$&! ;EH@D=HC! ;CH@CA?C! ;::@BEHC! ;=:@HEEC! ;?:@A;=C! =H:@HBBC!

CA-SH-R3-S 5#NO$!&P&54$&! 5#NO$!&P&54$&! AH;@?ADC! A=H@HH;C! AEA@E:HC! ADB@EBEC! :CEC@CDAC!

8+'34".MY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V!"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"d"7A"<054J4("91*"MZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

!

!

!

!

!
"

"



.U?"
"

"CC)%*5F!<!
The Data results of Q3 
 

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.12% 1% 12% 29% 36% 81% 81% 

DB-C C@E?CC! C@EDCC! C@EHCC! C@EDCC! C@EDCC! C@?;CC! C@B?CC!

DB-O E@EDCC! E@EDCC! E@EACC! E@B?CC! E@B:CC! E@DACC! E@DHCC!

Redis C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

Redis-SH C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34".?Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*".ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
 

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.06% 0.6% 6% 15% 29% 49% 90% 

DB-C :@C=CC! C@A?CC! :@CCCC! C@A?CC! :@C;CC! :@C?CC! :@::CC!

DB-O H@?ACC! H@D:CC! H@D:CC! H@DECC! H@DHCC! A@C?CC! A@=;CC!

Redis C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC:!

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34".@Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*"!ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.03% 0.3% 3% 8% 15% 25% 64% 

DB-C :@AECC! :@A=CC! :@ABCC! :@AHCC! :@ADCC! :@AACC! ;@CACC!

DB-O :D@;DCC! :D@;ECC! :D@;ECC! :D@;ACC! :D@=ECC! :D@BDCC! :H@CBCC!

Redis C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC;!

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34".BY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*"$ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.02% 0.2% 2% 5% 10% 17% 43% 

DB-C ;@ACCC! ;@A:CC! =@CCCC! ;@HHCC! =@C;CC! ;@ACCC! ;@ADCC!

DB-O ;B@ACCC! ;B@H?CC! ;B@A:CC! ;B@A;CC! ;B@ABCC! ;?@;DCC! ;?@?HCC!

8+'34"!UY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L1>)"<054J<06"91*"MZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 



.U@"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.12% 1% 12% 29% 36% 81% 81% 

DB-C C@B?CC! C@EECC! C@EDCC! C@EDCC! C@EECC! C@B:CC! C@B;CC!

DB-O =@C?CC! ;@A?CC! =@C;CC! =@:CCC! =@CBCC! =@;HCC! =@;HCC!

CA ;E@=BBC! ;B@ABDC! =E@A:AC! B;@;EEC! BA@?:=C! AA@:??C! AA@;:?C!

CA-SH =;@C:EC! ==@H:;C! ED@:DBC! ?A@:B=C! DH@??EC! :=C@;DBC! :=C@:D=C!

CA-SH-R3-W ;B@?BBC! ;?@ACBC! =E@H:BC! B=@:HAC! ?C@=EBC! A?@=E?C! A?@:EBC!

CA-SH-R3-S :=:@:E;C! HC@A;:C! :CE@??;C! :=;@?AHC! :EB@?DEC! ;EC@BDCC! ;EC@E?;C!

Redis C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

Redis-SH C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34"!.Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*".ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.06% 0.6% 6% 15% 29% 49% 90% 

DB-C :@CECC! C@A=CC! C@ABCC! C@ABCC! C@ABCC! :@C:CC! :@C;CC!

DB-O B@A:CC! B@DBCC! B@HHCC! B@ABCC! ?@CHCC! ?@=DCC! ?@E?CC!

CA BC@AAAC! B:@DEAC! DC@E=CC! AB@A?HC! :EC@E=HC! :AH@;=DC! ==:@D==C!

CA-SH ?:@H??C! ?;@B:EC! D?@A:=C! :C:@HEBC! :E:@BEBC! :AB@H?CC! =CD@DEDC!

CA-SH-R3-W HD@BD?C! BB@DBCC! ?;@EBBC! DH@B;HC! :::@DD:C! :BE@;DAC! ;=D@C=HC!

CA-SH-R3-S =:C@=;=C! ;CB@E:BC! ;EB@?ECC! =CC@CCCC! =C:@:=CC! =BA@:H?C! BBB@=HEC!

Redis C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC:!

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34"!!Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*"!ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.03% 0.3% 3% 8% 15% 25% 64% 

DB-C :@A?CC! :@HACC! :@A;CC! :@A;CC! :@A?CC! :@A?CC! ;@C=CC!

DB-O ::@BACC! ::@=:CC! ::@EBCC! ::@BECC! ::@?DCC! :;@C;CC! :;@D=CC!

CA :C;@?H=C! A;@D??C! :CB@B=:C! :;:@?CDC! :EA@?B=C! :AC@=?EC! =HD@=CHC!

CA-SH :;H@AHCC! :;?@D::C! :B=@=?HC! :HC@CCCC! ;:B@;:=C! ;D=@B;=C! B;C@??AC!

CA-SH-R3-W :BD@CAEC! :ED@H?;C! :?;@A:?C! :DD@DBDC! :A=@EADC! ;;C@ABHC! =A?@A:DC!

CA-SH-R3-S ?DC@BCAC! BH?@CDBC! BA;@ACEC! ?C;@B;HC! ?CA@:D:C! ?CH@H::C! A::@=BDC!

Redis C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC;!

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34"!#Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*"$ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"



.UB"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.02% 0.2% 2% 5% 10% 17% 43% 

DB-C ;@ADCC! ;@H?CC! ;@HDCC! ;@HACC! ;@ABCC! ;@A:CC! ;@AHCC!

DB-O :D@;ACC! :D@;CCC! :D@;HCC! :D@==CC! :D@BDCC! :D@A;CC! :H@H=CC!

CA ;?H@:BBC! :BA@AH:C! :EH@DC:C! :?=@C;;C! :H?@??=C! ;;C@;CAC! =AA@:;:C!

CA-SH ;EC@:CCC! :AB@BDAC! ;:B@BCEC! ;=B@:E?C! ;??@:H:C! =CD@C?=C! BC?@DDAC!

CA-SH-R3-W :?E@E;?C! :EB@EABC! :?:@CCCC! :D=@;E=C! :HA@=:BC! ;;E@BB:C! =DE@H?AC!

CA-SH-R3-S AD?@C:EC! H?D@::=C! DEB@HE=C! DAA@:?DC! HC;@D:;C! DAD@C=EC! AEA@H:AC!

8+'34"!$Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"<054J"91*"MZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
 

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.12% 1% 12% 29% 36% 81% 81% 

DB-C C@CC:C! C@C;CC! C@:=CC! C@HECC! C@?ECC! C@DHCC! C@DDCC!

DB-O C@C;CC! C@C?CC! C@E=CC! :@C:CC! :@;BCC! ;@HBCC! ;@H?CC!

CA ;E@?BEC! ;B@:CBC! =;@A:DC! EA@HA:C! B?@BCBC! HH@=BCC! HH@=BCC!

CA-SH ==@??HC! =E@=:=C! EH@ED?C! ?A@BB;C! DH@D:EC! :=:@C;BC! :=:@:;EC!

CA-SH-R3-W =:@::?C! =E@:??C! EC@CD;C! BB@C;CC! ?=@HDBC! AD@HAAC! AD@DA?C!

CA-SH-R3-S ::A@CBEC! AC@D=DC! ::E@;;;C! :=B@DDHC! :EA@:DAC! ;E:@HDBC! ;EB@D=;C!

Redis C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

Redis-SH C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34"!%Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"d"7A"<054J4("91*".ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.06% 0.6% 6% 15% 29% 49% 90% 

DB-C C@C=CC! C@CECC! C@:=CC! C@;?CC! :@?HCC! :@EHCC! :@BBCC!

DB-O C@C;CC! C@C?CC! C@E=CC! :@CCCC! :@ADCC! =@=:CC! ?@:=CC!

CA E?@HE:C! ED@;A:C! BD@ACBC! DC@HDDC! :CB@;DDC! :E;@AHAC! ;:?@EA?C!

CA-SH ?H@A;EC! D;@E:AC! AC@C=:C! :CH@BBEC! :EH@DC=C! ;CB@DHHC! =:B@BBAC!

CA-SH-R3-W ??@=;DC! ??@H?DC! DD@E=CC! A=@B=AC! ::H@:;HC! :?=@;:DC! ;E:@:D=C!

CA-SH-R3-S ==;@HDAC! ;A?@HB?C! ==C@?H=C! =E=@DD;C! =EA@?:HC! =H:@C;;C! B?E@?BEC!

Redis C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC:!

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34"!MY"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"d"7A"<054J4("91*"!ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"



..U"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.03% 0.3% 3% 8% 15% 25% 64% 

DB-C C@CC:C! C@C:CC! C@CACC! C@;;CC! C@E=CC! C@D;CC! =@CDCC!

DB-O C@C:CC! C@CECC! C@E;CC! :@CCCC! :@AHCC! =@==CC! H@?=CC!

CA :;;@ED=C! :CA@AA?C! :==@E;DC! :?C@E=;C! :D;@;=AC! ;CE@BDAC! =AC@:H=C!

CA-SH :DA@?;HC! :?C@;?AC! :D:@;??C! :AC@HAHC! ;;D@E:HC! ;H;@HDEC! B;B@E?DC!

CA-SH-R3-W :A?@E;:C! :DA@;=;C! :H?@;?CC! :AD@;DAC! ;CA@C?DC! ;=;@ECAC! EC=@:;?C!

CA-SH-R3-S DE=@H;CC! ?==@A=?C! ?AB@B:DC! D:E@D::C! D;H@B;DC! D=?@C?DC! AB?@=?=C!

Redis C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC;! C@CCC;!

Redis-SH C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC;! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:! C@CCC:!

8+'34"!?Y"R4*91*7+0,4"19"V#"2<)L"(40(1*"/4H"d"7A"<054J4("91*"$ZE"S<0"(4,105(T"
"

 
DB \ 
Selectivity 

0.02% 0.2% 2% 5% 10% 17% 43% 

DB-C C@C:CC! C@C=CC! C@:CCC! C@;:CC! C@E;CC! C@?ACC! E@=ACC!

DB-O C@C:CC! C@CDCC! C@E=CC! :@CCCC! :@A?CC! =@=;CC! H@BDCC!

CA :=A@EE=C! :=?@:=HC! :EH@BEAC! :?C@:?EC! :D?@:HAC! ;CD@=D=C! =EC@:DEC!

CA-SH ;CB@EB=C! :HA@ACCC! :A:@;:HC! ;:B@?HHC! ;B?@:;CC! ;AD@==;C! EHB@AAAC!

CA-SH-R3-W :AD@?AEC! :DA@DDDC! :AA@D?CC! ;:=@D:?C! ;=;@ACAC! ;?:@DEEC! ECC@CH:C!

CA-SH-R3-S AA?@DBDC! H?=@E=BC! D?A@B:=C! HHD@HECC! HAD@H;HC! AC?@?==C! AA?@?DDC!
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